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PREFACE

The issue involved in th is work concerns
a change in the administration of justice at the
local level -- the abolition of the office of justice
of

the-~eace

and the creation of the magistrate system.

Although many states have undertaken such reforms, I
have selected Virginia and \'lest Virginia for specific
study and emphasiso

These two states serve as ex~ystems

amples of why and how the

were chnnged and

what was accomplished by the changes.
Researching, organizing, arrl writin?: a thesis
presents a ch&llenge and involves rr:ore individuals than
the writer alone.

I had the opportunity to contact

many people who were knowledgeable in the justice of
the peace and magistrate systems.

rost were gracious

in giving their time and expertise and l am ,e:rateful
to them for their help.

I am particularly indebted to

Dr. John W. Outland and Dr. Arthur B. Gunlicks for

their assistance and counsel in the preparation of this
th es is, and to Frances L·.

paper.

J~ann

for typing the completed

A special thanks goes to my family and friends

for their support and encouragerrent.
mine.

I

'!'his work is

take full credit for its strenr-ths and its

weaknesses.

f rista Unterzuber
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INTRODUCTION
The justice of the peace system has long been
a part of the judicial process in the United States.
The system originated in Great Britain and was
transferred to the British colonies in the seventeenth century.

Through the years the duties of

the justice of the peace increased in number and
importance.

In recent years the powers of the office

have declined and criticism of the system has mounted.
As a result sane state governments have eliminated the
justice of the peace system entirely arrl instituted
the magistrate system.

Two states which have taken

such action are Virginia and West Virginia.
This study deals with the recent revisions in
the laws relating to the justice of the peace system
in the states of Virginia and West Virginiao

The

purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness or the ineffectiveness of the justice of the
peace system and the effectiveness or ineffectiveness
of the magistrate system in these two particular
stciJ;_e _s o

Within the last three years the General
Assembly in Virginia has enacted legislation which
has abolished the justice of the peace system and
created the magistrate system.
vii

These modifications

were the end product of gradual changes in judicial
administration over a period of years.

A similar

process has taken place in West Virginia.

However,

the magistrate system was enacted in that state only
during the recent 1976 legislative session.

Prior to

these changes in the West Virginia laws, a constitutional
amendment for judicial refo:nn had been passed by the
voters in the general election of 1974.
Included in the study is a look at the historical development of the justice of the peace system in
Great Eritain and the United States and a review of the
major assets and defects of the sy$tem.

Careful exami-

nation of the laws of the states of Virginia and West
Virginia both prior to and following the enactment of
the recent statutes of revision has been undertaken.
The new magistrate systems of both states have been
compared and contrasted with one another and with the
abolished justice of the peace system.

This inquiry

into and the study of the abolition of the justice of
the peace system arrl the creation of the magistrate
system serves as a means of determining the effectiveness of the administration of justice at the lowest
local level.
The data from \'h ich conclusions were formed
has been gathered from severa 1 sources.

Books, law

review articles, legal documents, arrl the like have
viii

been utliized extensively.

Practical information

concerning the justice of the peace systems and the
magistrate systems was obtained through correspondence
and interviews with persons who have been actively involved in the system, such as legislators who helped
create the magistrate system, administrators W'lo
supervise the operation of the present system;-arrl
persons who serve as magistrates.

By combining the

naterial gained from all sources a number of conclusions
have been reached regarding the relative value and
effectiveness of the

ju~tice

of the peace and magistrate

systems in Virginia and West Virginia.

ix

CHAPTER 1
The Early History and Development
of the Office of the Justice of the Peace
The justice of the peace systems in Virginia
and West Virginia can trace their origin to the English
concept of conservators of the.i::eace.

The basic duty

of the conservator was to insure the maintenance of the
king's peace.

Prior to the development of the king's

peace, order in society depended largely upon the
physical strength of the individual.

The stronger a

person was the more likely he was to be safe from
attack. 1 However, the king's peace changed this
dependence upon physical and brute strength and created
a means by which society oo uld be cane more stable.
At first the king's peace only applied to and
protected the king, his family, arrl his lands.

Lawless-

ness and offenses committed against the king were a
violation of the king's peace and were punishable.
Eventually this was extended to the king's servants,
the churches, widows and orphans.

Finally the en tire

country was included in the king's peace.2
lcharles Austin Eea rd, The Office of the .Justice
of the Peace in England (New York: Columbia-University
'Press, 1904}, p. 11.

2ill.Q_., p. 14.
10

11

William the Conqueror (1066-1087) was the first
king of England to proclaim that the entire country was
to be protected by the king's peace.

Later Henry I

(1100-1135) and Henry II (1154-1189) carried on this
practice and strengthened the idea of the king's

~ace.

Nevertheless, peace was still not an established certainty.

A great deal

depen~ed ~pon

his abilities, and his perronality.

the king himself,
Upon a king's

death, the peace was suspended until it was reaffirmed
by the successor.

A strong king could maintain order,

a weak king could not.

As a result, crime and lawless-

ness increased during the reign of a weak king.3
During his re!gn Henry _J~__§_n~mpted tQ_centralize
authority in the crown and to make the state supremeo
He enacted laws ·which favored royalty and he fought for
control over the church.

The king could not succeed in

these endea vars without-help-.

The solution appeared to

be in the creation of a royal administration which would
be dependent upon the king for its power and appointment.
The task of the officers in this administration would
be to maintain and enforce the acts and laws established by the crown.4
3Ibid., pp. 15-16.
4rbid., pp. 15-16.

12

However, it was not Henry II but Richard I
(1189.:..1199) who is credited with the establishment of
the forerunner of the office of the justice of the
peace.

In 1195 Richarct::_r·•:s

~r;efi.J:ishop

·Hubert Walter

issued a decree which required all men fifteen years
of age and older to

appear~

appointed by the king.

before certain knights

Each man was to swear to the

appointed knight that as an individual he would obey
the laws and commit no acts offensive to society.
Besides declaring th at he would not be a thief or a
transgressor, each man had to declare t:hat he would
join in the pursuit of peroo ns who committed unlawful
acts and upon capturing the outlaw, would turn him over
to the knight. 5
The knigti ts to whom the oaths were given were
called conservators of the p:?ace.

Their duties as

listed in the decree issued by Ardl bishop Walter
included the administering of the peace-keeping oath
and the turning over of captured criminals to the
sheriff

0

These Y°Jlights had the right to hear accusa-

tions, arrest and hold per sons for trial, but they had
no power to try ca seso

6

5John T. Apple by, Enp;la nd 1i!i thout Richard
1189-1199 (New York: Cornell lni versity Press, 1965),
p. 180.
6Ibid., pp. 180-181.
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Through the years the office of conservator
of the peace gained and lost in significance and importance depending upon who was king.

John (1199-1216)

chose not to use the conservator to any great extent.
His son Henry III (1216-1272) increased the usage of
the office and the knights appointed as conservators
--were-once-again- a part of. the_administrati on of local
justice throughout the British Isles.

In an act of

1252 knights were appointed to travel the county and
hear oaths that those men fifteen years old and over
would arm themselves "according to the amount of their
lands and crattels." 7
Edward III (1327-1377) and his government expanded the duties of the conservator.

In 1344 the con-

servator was given the power to try the accused.

The

so-called justice of the peace act was passed in 1361.
This act firmly established the office and "ordered that
in every county there be assigned 'one lord and with· him
three or four of the most worthy, ' who were to a ct as
'justices' in administering the king's laws and in
arresting arri punishing off enders. nB
Various social problems and conditions were
75eard, QE.• cit., p. 19.

B~varwick R. Furr, ''Virg:inia Ju!=' ti ces' of the
Peace IV:anual" (Charlottesville: the University of Virginia
Institute of Government, 1967), p. 11.

14
the basic impetus behind Edward III' s actions regarding
the conservators who were oow able to try cases and were
renamed justices of the peace.

The Plack

swept through England in 1348-1349.

Pla~ue

had

rt.uch of the popu-

lation had been killed and an extrerre manpower shortage
resulted.

Another factor which contributed to disorder

and lawlessness was the war with France.

1/lhile the

lords were away fighting, the lower classes left at
home engaged in local quarTels and arguments.
civil war seemed imminent.9

At times

However, s:>me semblance

of order was maintained in England throughout both the
Plague and the war by

usin~

as justice of the peace

officials who were appointed by and responsible to
Edward III and the central government.

From this

point on the justice of the peace had a prominent place
in English government.
In order to be appointed a justice of the peace
by the ruling monarch, one was usually of the developing

middle class which was composed of the landed gentry.
Certain property qualifications had to be met in order
to secure an appointment as a justice of the peaceo

If

it was impossible to find someone in a specific_ county

9Beard, .Q.I?• cit., pp. 33-34.

15

who possessed t.:he required amount of property, the
Chancellor would select a responsible,· tut poor soul to
serve.

Most of the justices of the po.;ce could read and

had a knowledge of Latin which wa~ the lanp:u.1 tre used in
10
. .
1 aws, ac t s, anc aecrees.
The no netary gains from serving
of the peace were minimal.
was

never awarded.

a~ e

ju~tice

A fixed or rcpilar

Sometimes compensation was

granted for the performance of official duties
holding court.

~alnry

am

for

This money was taken from fines collected.

Justices were also allowed to keep a certain

percenta~e

of the goods and money they !leized fror. th<' lawless.

11

Apparently this lack of a guaranteed income cid not
lessen the desire for an
the peace.

~ppointr.ent

as a

ju.~tice

of

The office was a source of both political

and economic influence, and, as such, it was quite an

achievement arrl honor to be chosen to serve.
Uron appointment to the office, ench j~ticc of

the peace received a commission issued by the Chancery.
The

Cor.uni~sion

was corr.posed of

was made of the power to

arre~t

~evcr<il part~.

rer sai !', to hnl t riots,

to set bail and to punish those guilty of
laws.
lOibid., P~· 144-14 5.
lllb
..
-2£.·

t

pp. 150-151.

l·~ention

breakin~

the

16

Secondly the commission instructed justices on
how to conduct court sessions.

Two or more justices

were to hear cases and one of those justices must be of
12
the Quorurn,
or in other w:>rds, one who had legal
training or knowledge of legal matters.13

If there was

any doubt in the minds of _the justices of the peace
concerning the necessary action to be taken in a case,
they were to do nothing until a justice from the King's
Bench was present. 1 4
The cormnission also contained the procedures to
be followed -by the Custos Rotulorum or the Keeper of the
Rolls.

The Custos- Rotulorum was both a justice of the

peace and a rrember of the Quorum.

It was his responsi-

bility to attend court sessions in person or send a
representative, and to appoint a Clerk of the Peace
to do the general clertcal work for the courto 1 5

A justice's authority and power extended throughout the county in which he lived.

Sometimes under

special circumstances, a commission was given to a
justice which allowed him to act not only in his home

__

1 2rbid. , p. 142.
-131Q14.

J

p.

146~

141£iQ_., P• 143.
15rbid., pp. 156-157.
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county, but also in other counties or shires. 1 6

Within

his assigned jurisdiction a justice could hold general
court sessions, petty sessions and discretionary sessions
as provided by the law. 1 7

Appeals from these courts

could be taken to a higher court, the Privy Council, the
Star_ Chamber or the Chancery .18
The crown arrl the king's i:eace were the earliest
beginnings of the justice of the peace system.

In

England the process was begun by the Plantagenetsl9
and was more fully developed by the Tudors. 20

At his

peak of influence the English justice of the peace
administered laws, licenses beggars, ran prisons,
determined public wages, supervised public works and
held court. 21 The system declined in England after
the eighteenth century,

22

but until that time the

justice of the peace played an important and vital
part in the administration of -justice at the local level o

l6Ibid., p. 1470
l 7Ibid., P• 158.

18rbrff~, P• 154.
19!.£.!.S..' P• 11.

20~., P• 59.
21Donald Dale Jackson, Judges {New York:
Atheneum, 1974), P• 43.
22Furr, ££.• cit., P• 12.

Virginia
During the colonization period, the justice of
the peace system was brought to Virginia.

Its form

was somewhat rrndified, but the basic purpose was like
that of the English system.

The structure of the

government and the judiciary during the earliest
colonial years in Virginia had been of a quasi-military
nature.

Jamestown had been the center of activity.

However, colonists moved on to other areas and by
1634 the country was divided into eil!ht sections known
as shires.

1he shires were James City, Henrico,

Charles City, Elizabeth City, Warwick River,

Warro-

squyoake, Charles P.iver, and Accomack.
Along with these organizational changes, ·other
steps were taken to establish a more civilian government and system of administering justice.

Commanders

of plantations served as judges at first, but were
succeeded by commissioners.

Through an act of 1662,

the corrrnissioners became known as justices of the peace.
Earlier the monthly courts which the commissioners had
been required to hold had evolved into the county

-

courts o

23

23Edward Ingle, "Ju~tices of the Peace in
Colonial Virginia 1757-1775," Bulletin of the
Virginia State Library, Vol. XIV (f.pril - July, 1921),
p. 500

19

The county courts were composed of four or
more justices, one justice being of the Quorum.

The

court's jurisdiction extended to all cases "except (1)
those criminal causes wherein the judgment, upon conviction, should be for the loss of life or limb, (2) the
prosecution of causes to outlawry

again~t

person or per-

sons, and (3) all causes involving less than 25 shillinp:s
24
sterling or 200 pounds of tobacco. "
The General Court
held in \'lilliamsburg heard the first two classes of
cases.

Cases in the third class were those which could
25
be heard by only one justiceo
A justice of the peace was appointed by the
Governor and his Council.

An exception to this practice

was made in Virginia between 1652 and 165e when the
House of Burgesses elected the justices.

After 1658

the appointing power was returned to the Governor

. remaine
. d • 26
a nd -th ere it
The number of justices varied depending upon
the person doing the appointing and the finding of
person.s willing to serve.

:-Ii th the increase in

Virginia's population there was also an increase in the
number or-Justiceso

Usually the number in each county

2 4Ibid., Po 520
251b·.
~OJ P• 52.
2 6Ibid., p. 500

-

20

ranged from eight to twenty.

The com:ni ~~ion~ thnt these

justices of the peace were given were similar to the
ones issued to their English counterpart~. 2 7
The roster of persoos hnvine- received commissions
as justices of the peace in colonial Vir("inia included
such names as George '1·:ythc,

Tho:r.a~

Jcffcr.:on, Francis

Lighthorse Lee, Richard Fland, Carter Fraxton an::i John
Randolph. 28 These ~n adequately filled the rcquiremP.nt
presented in the act of 1662 thnt jurtices ::-hould be
" 'of the most able, honest and judicious f.!Crscns of the
2
county.' " 9
The justice of the peace had rather extensive

powers and duties.

In Richa:::-d Starke's 1774 p.uide for

justices en titled The Office and Authori tv of a

Ju~tice

of the Peace, the topics ran&e fror.1 homicide to weights
and measures and from forF.ery to fruit trees.

The

justice was also supposed to inspect beef, pork, <md
flour.JO

J.s with the Enp:li sh s:1 stem, the: monetary

gains were meager for a ':Olonial jurtice of the

~ace

27 Arthur P. Scott, Criminal .Ju~t ice in Colonial
Virginia {Chicago: University of r;hic1go Pre!:s, 1930),
P• 43.
28"Justices c! the Peace Colonial Vir~inia,
1764-1775;' Virginia State Library.
29rr.rrle, Q.E.• ci~ •• p. 55.
JO.:uchard Starke, 7he Cffice ;irrl /.uthoritv of
a Justice of the Peace (':~iliia:r.~turr: t:urdie and Dixon,
I774), p. 54.

21
could accept neither money nor rewards of nny type for

perforrnin~ his required duties.31
The Aroorican Revolution

.:im trc

r('~ulting

inde-

pendence from England did Ji ttle to chanre the office
of the justice of the peace.

Vir['inia's coostitution

of 1776 provided that the ju.e.tice~ were to be appointed
by the Governor with the recommcndat ion of his Council.

The term of office was to be for lifc.3 2

?he justice's

duties were still
extensive r:nd varied, ran f"inf' from
the trial of criminal cases to the ~ufX!r
vision of buildinF, and warehouses and
courthouses, the :i iccnsi ng of ferries,
the regulation of the leral and medical
~rogessions, ~od of prices cr~rrcd by
inn-keepers. JJ
For a nUI"..ber of years few chanr.es were rn.1dc in
the office and its duties.

If any modifications did

occur, :·,'illia=. ·.·:allcr Ecninp kept the ju!"tices o!' the
peace advif:ed of the:!? throur.h his work ThP. \'ireinia
Justice which apper:·red in th rec scpnrate cdi tions.

The first was p;blishcd in 1795.

The ~ec:rnc! was avail-

able in 1809 and was re cc!."~ar1 becau~c o!' the forrr.1 ti on

J 1 I bi d • , p • 15 5 •
32"Jurticc of the ?cace in Virp:inf:l: a r.cplcctcd
aspect of the Judiciary," \"ir;:-ini;} l.nw ?.cvi~w, January,
1966, P• 157 •

JJFurr,

Q.2•

£l.!:_., P• 13.

22

of a state penitentiary system.

The last edition

appeared in 1$20 and conformed to the Revi5ed Virginia
Code of 1819)4

Essentially the justice of the peace

system remained the same throughout the first half of
the nineteenth century.
According to the state constitution of 1851
the justice was nede an elected and salaried official.
Jl~any

of his powers and duties were given to other state

officers and the circuit court which had been reorganized.

A rather drastic change in the system

occurred during the period of Reconstruction.
new county court was

establi&~ed

The

and the 2ustice of

the peace now
became a petty trial official, exercising
concurrent crir.:inal jurisdiction with
the· county ccurt over minor offenses
and civil jurisdiction over 31aims of
from twenty to 100 doll&rs. 3
This new county court was found to be ineffectua 1
and was abolished in 1902.

The \'i::-pnic: constitution

was rewritten that same year.

In the revised document

the instructions concerning the office of the justice
of the peace were amended to read that " ' ( T)he General

31+ Wi 11.iam .~"a
- 11er H.ening,
r,,h
~·
v·ITp:l.ni::i
. . "'us
T t.ice
!. e new
(Richmond: J and G Cochran, 1820 J, pre.face.
35rrJustice of the Peace in Virginia," Virginia
Law Review, pp. 157-158.

23
Assembly~-sha11-=1Jrovide
~nd

for the appointment or election

1'or-the jurisdiction of such justices of the peace

as the public interest may require.' rr3 6

Thus tpe

justice of the peace was restored to power as an
elected official although he was no longer salaried.
--Most importantly- he-was once-again an intee;ral part
of the administration of local justice.

The justice

of the peace was able to rnainta in this position of
prestige unti 1 1934, when the justice of the peace
system in Virginia began its declineo

West Virginia
The early history and development of the justice
of the peace system in West Virginia is the same as
that of Virginia, for West Virginia did not become a
separate state until the War Between the States.

The

western section of Virginia decided not to join the
Confederacy, but chose to remain with the United 8tates.
The area was granted admission to the Union on June 20,
1863, and as a separate state l\!est Virginia wrote a
constitution and passed her own laws.
In the constitution of-1863 each county in
West Virginia was to have no fewer tran three nor rm re
than ten townships.

-

Each township was to elect a justice

36rbido, p. 158.

24

of the peace.

However, a township was al lowed two

justice-s if the white population was greater than twelve
hundred.

The term of office was four years and a

justice could only serve in the tcwn ship in which he
was elected.
~-di-etion

A justice of the peace only had juris-

in civil cases· if the· amount of damages did

not exceed one hundred dollars.

The constitution did

not grant any jurisdiction in cases of a criminal
nature,
but county-wide criminal jurisdicticn
could be provided by law if the prescribed fines did not exceed $10.00 or
the imprisonment did not exceed JO
day so ) "f
West Virginia revised and ratified the con stitution in 1872.

At that time no major changes were

made in the laws controlling the justices of the peace.
The amount of damages allowed in civil cases was
-raised to three hundred dollars and the area of
territorial jurisdiction was extended from the ta.-1nship to the entire county.

A county could have no

less than three nor more than twenty justices.

Af!ain,

a township having a populati en larger than twelve
hundred could elect two justices.JS

37c1aude J. Davis, Eup:ene R. Elkins, Paul Eo
Kidd "The Jus~ice of the Peace in i·Jest Virginia" ·
(Mor~antown: ~iest Virginia University Press, 1958), p. 2.
3BJbid., p. 3o
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West Virginia has attempted over- the years to
modify its state laws relating to the justice of the
peace.

In 1929 efforts were made to establish sumnary

courts and relieve the just ice of some of his power.
A constitutional amendment to abolish the office
entirely was put before the voters-in 1940.39
of these measures were defeated.

Both

However, one improve-

ment did occur in 1935 when the Legislature enacted
a new system of compensation for the justices.
The development of the justice of the peace
system in Virginia and \·!est Virginia began to di ff er
after 1863, when West Virginia gained statehood.

The

basic difference still exists today, even though both
states have abolished the justice of the peace courts
and have established magistrate courts.

The Virginia

Constitution of 1902 removed the justice of the peace
as-a-constitutional offi-cer and granted the power to
the--Genera 1 Assembly to control the juEt ice of the
peace.

Thus, the General .t.ssembly could pass measures

to extend, curtail, or abolish justices and their jurisdiction. 40
In West Virg:Lni a the office of justice of the
peace was and has remained a constitutional position.
39navis, .2£.· cit., PP• 3-4.
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Changes in the office could occur only through a
constitutional amendment which would permit the
legislature to act in a specific m:inner and in a
particular instancea

As a result, any major change in

the justice of the peace system, such as total abolition
of-the-office,. could only be accomplished by a constitutional amendment.

This was done in November, 1974

with the adoption of the Judicia 1 Reorganization
Amendment.
After originating in England and being transplanted to the colonies, the office of the justice of
the peace flourished until the 1930 's.

At that time

throughout the United States, critic isms of the
system began to mount and lawmakers began attempts
to reform the institution.

In Virginia and West

Virginia the system al so began its decline and efforts
to -improve the situation proved to be unsuccessful.

CHAPTER 2
Criticisms of the Justice of the Peace Systems
in the United States
The justice of the peace system in the United
States has been c ri ti cized for a variety of reasons.
Basically there are four areas on which critics have
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focused their attention.

The m3jor controversy stems

from the use of the fee system as a method of monetary
compensation for justices.

Other

areA~

of concern

include the procedure used in the selection of justices,
the qualifications required of persons serving as
justices, and the lack of supervision exercised by a
central authority over justices.
One of the

earli~st

critics of the justice of

the peace systme was Roscoe Pound.

In a speech before

the American Bar Association in 1906 he pointed out that
state court structures were becaning inadequate and
that "a main source of the public's discontent with the
judicial structure was

it~

dispensation of justice."1

inability to

a~sure

By 1909 Pound

Wl's

!"'rompt
proposing,

according to James Gazell,
a state wide uniform set of county
(or lower} courts with minor criminal
and civil jurisdiction, which would
absorb the jurisdiction of justices 2
of the peace and their counterparts.
Pound's crit icisrns and suy.restion s were yenerally
ignored and the justice of the peace syE tem continued
with all of its

weaknes~es.

111Just ice of the Peace in Virfd.ni2: a Neglected
Astiect of the Judiciary," Virginia Law Review, January,
1966, p. 151.
2Jarres A. Gazell, ''/.. National ?cr~pective on
Justices of the Peace and Their Future: Time for an
EpitaJ?h?" ,il:ississiPpi law Journal, Vol. 46, No. 3

(1975J,

P•

799°
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In 1927 Chester H. Smith presented a call for
reform in an article which appeared in the California
Law Review.

This prompted the 1931 National Commission

on Law Observance and Enforcement (the Wickersham
Commission} to advocate CPEnges in the system.

However,

for unknown reasons, the entire is sue of re.form of the
justice of the peace

syste~

was pushed into the back-

ground until the early 1960's.
Beginning in 1962 efforts to reform the office
of the justice of the peace were renewed.

In that year

both the American Judicature Society and the American
Bar Association began to speak not only of reform, but
also of the possibility of total abolition of the
office.

The question of reform was considered through-

out the remainder of the decade by organizations such
__ as the _National Municipal League, the Institute for
-Judicial Developmen-t, arrl the President's Commission
-on Law En for cement and -Admini stre.ti on of Justice.

In

1973 the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals issued the following
statement:
A first step for those states without
formal plans for court reorganization arrl
unification would be to abolish the justice
of the peace arrl minicipal courts in metropolitan areas and to r~place them with
unified county or multi-county systems •••
c:taffed by full-time judges with law degrees
;ho are members of the bar • • • (and)
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centralized in adr.rlnistration in each
metropolitan area, under the puidnnce of
a chief jud~e who in turn is subject to
the direction and supervision of th~ chief
justice of the Stctc suprcroo court.J
These criticisms and the efforts to reform
the justice of the pea cc courts ha vc rai

~cd

tho qucsti on

of the importance of an effective and Pfficient system.
r.~ost

critics maintain that the mnjority of the citizens

in the United States have little, if cny contact with
the judicial system.

However, if they co, it usually

occurs at a lower

le\~l

the peace court.

The resultr, of their encounter with

and often in the justice of

this court often determine the a::ount of
the entire jtrliciary.4

rc~pect

for

Thus, it is ren.mn::ible to

assume that if the judicial system is to be held in
high regard, then refort:'ls necessary for a fair and
equitable justice of the peace court shculc be made.
The Fee System
The use of the fee syste:l by ju..-tices of the
peace has been the r.ajor are<; o!' concern n:lonr: critics
and reformers.

Py the year 1915

cor:~

ti tut ion!; in forty-

seven states ~entionec justice~ of the pence.

ht the

same time the:re exi!:ted five ty;::;cs cf fee !'"ystc:!:s.

JfE.!.£. t

p. 795.

4cnestcr ii. :::~ith, "!. Jur-ticc of the Peace
Sys tern in the l'.ni ted St~ tes, n ::;~~ if o!"n i a I ow f,eview,
XL, January, 1927, F• 131.
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Each system had either evolved or had been created by
law.
A simple fee system was one in which judges
were compensated entirely or partly by monies collected
from fines and costs that resulted from criminal convictions.

In the nlternative fee system cor.ipensation

was received fran both fees collected from convicted
defendants and money paid by the vovernrent in acquittals.
A variation of this system was the lir.iited alternative
fee system in which the government placed a maximum
limit on its payments.
was the salary furrl.

The fourth type of fee sys tern
Here judicial saleries were paid

from a furrl of accumulated costs and fines.

Finally

there was the
penalty furrl (or co~petitive) fee system,
which compensated justices of the peace
through funds collected previcusly from
levies against acquitted as well as guilty
defendants and-which created rivalries arr.ong
these officials to handle as many actions
as possible ••• 5
With the use of the fee system, justices tend
to convict the defendant in order to obtain cash
immediately and also with the hope of gaining more
business.

The President's Cri:::e Corrmisrion Renert

of 1967 contends that cri rr.inal complaints are usually
made by persons having police powers.
5Gazell,

QE.•

cit., pp. 798-799.

.Such persons
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wish convictions and tend to take their ca[; es to the
justice who is IDJs t likely to firrl a def end ant guilty
rather than the justice who protects the rights of
the defenda.nto
It is very common in all states
where justices ••• compete for business,
to find instances where the sheriff's office,
or the state police, or any other aeency
engaged in enforcing the criminal law, take
most or al 1 of their cases to certain justices notwithstanding the fact that other
justices may be more conveniently accessible.
In such cases it is difficult not to conclude that the favored justice renders service acceptable
the officers who bring in
the business •••

50

The ccmpeti ti on for business among the justices
of the pea.ce can be fierce and the nurrber of convictions numerous.

Because of s.ich occurrences, the

initials "J. P." have been said to stand for "judgment
for the plaintiff."
to the fee sys tern.

Nevertheless, there is an adva r:itage
In order for a justic-e to-- collect

a fee, he must be available to hear cases.

Thus, under

the fee system, peroons servinr: in the capacity of a
justice are in reality full-time employees rather than
part-time, especially if they intend to make any money.
The fee systen originated at a time when the
concept of state and local governments w<:s not as
developed as it is today.

Taxation was practically

6 rresident 's Cor.imission on I.aw Enforcement and

Administration of Justice,!, ~as~~ f'or~e.. I:er.ort: The Courts
(Was.hington: Government 1r1nt1ng Office, 1967), pp. 34-J5.
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nonexistent.

As a result, fees were assessed to

cover the cost of the trial and to pay tre just ice for
his services.

To gain the maximum possible in mone-

tary compensation the justice usually had to find the
defendant guilty as charged.

Eventually the correla-

tion between rroney and guilty verdicts became apparent
to observers of the judicial
courts.

proces~

in the lower

In 1926 the practice was ch9.llenged in the

courts.
The United States Supreme Court ruled in the
case of Tumey _y. Ohio that a defendant on trial in a
criminal case which involves his freedom or property
cannot be brought before a judge who has a dire ct,
personal interest in finding the defendant guilty.
Such actions are a denial of due process, and the
system of payment far services to an inferior judge
lfflas not become so customary in the canmon law or in
this country that it can be regarded as due process
"This opinion caused a great stir arrl was
hailed as the death sentence of the fee system... • "8
However, the fee system continued to be operative in
the states.

'The states declared that procedural

?Tumey .Y• Ohio 273 US 510 (1926), p. 510.
8George Warren, Traffic Courts (Eoston: Little,
Brown, 1942), p. 213.
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safeguards existed Wiich would allow the defendant his
right to due process.

Included in these safeguards were

the right to trial by jury or a new trial on appeal, the
right to change of venue before a salaried judge,
minimal fee, and the payment of fees on acquittals as
well as convictions.9

Besides tre states' disregard

for the Tumey decision, the Supreme Court weakened
their stance in 1928 in Dugan y • .Q!!i£.
In the Dugan case the mayor served as a justice
of the peace and as a member of the city council.

He

was one of five persons governing the city with a city
manager as the chief executive.

The mayor's salary

was paid from a general fund rather than directly from
the fees collected in complaints.

Money fran violations

of the law were used as revenue for the cityo

The

United States Supreme Court ruled that due process was
not--Oenied-t,he-d·ef enda-nt in ·this situation, for the mayor
r€-cei·ved-no di re ct personal gain· from the out come of
his judgments. lO
Virginia's SuprenE Court of
the same question in Brooks

y.

Ap~

als considered

Ta.-m of Potomac in 1928.

Alfonso Brooks was convicted of speeding, tried before
Mayor Kleysteuber and found guiltyo
9Gazell, ££• cit., p. 802.
10Ibid., p. $02.

The conviction was
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appealed on the grounds that the defendant's right to
due process had been denied because the mayor-judge
had a special pecuniary interest in the case.

The

State Court ruled that Brooks' rights had not been
violated since an appeal could be made to the circuit
court.

The Court also noted that none of the condi-

tions of the Tumey case appeared here as Brooks was
granted an appeal to a higher court, whereas Tumey had
no recourse for an appeal.

The opinion of the Court

also contained the following recommendation:
We think the Virginia statute (section

3504 of the Code) should be so amended

that the justice, police justices, arrl
mayors of towns will receive in all cases
charging a violation of a town or city ordinance, or state law the same fees where
the defendant is acquitted that they receive
where he is convicted. We respectfully
refer this suggestion of the General Assembly
of Virginia for such Iltion as they deem
wise in the premiseso
The-

me~hoa

used by Vlest Virginia to pay justices

Tn fi15tances of acquittal was oec1ared unconstl.t-titional
by the state Supreme Court of Appeals in 1935 in Williams

y. Brannen.

Before this decision, ea.ch justice had a

personal fund created from fines collected from each
conviction.

A justice was allowed to pocket the court

cost, but had to hand fines over to the sheriff.

The

sheriff then credited the amount of the fires to the

llBrooks v. Town of Potomac

p. 252.

141

~F.

249 (1928),
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justice's personal account.

In cases of acquittal,

the justice submitted a bill to the sheriff to be paid
out of the fund accumulated from previously collected
fines.

If the fund was empty, the justice went unpaid.

Therefore, a justice had to manage a certain number
of convictions in order to assure his payment in nonconviction cases.1 2

After the Williams ruling, this

Eractice ended.
At that time the West Virginia Legislature
amended, but did not abolish, the fee system.

Fines

collected by justices were now deposited by the sheriff
into a general school furrl or a justice fine fund, as
it was often called.

In cases resulting in acquittal,

a justice of the peace could now draw fran these monies
for payment.

If the general school fund was depleted,

payment could come from the genera 1 county fund by order
of the county court.

The lawmakers maintained that the

fee system was monetarily self-sustaining and compensation was equal to the amount of work performed. 1 3

Thus,

it was 'beneficial to the state to retain the system in
some form or another.
Throughout the United States various forms of
the fee system continue to be used.

However, the Tumey

12George Lawson Partain; "The Justice of the
Peace: Constitutional Questions," ~'lest Vire:inia Law Review,
Vol. 69 (1966-67), footnote PP• 315-316.
13~., p.

317.
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decision was broadened in 1972 by the United States
Supreme· Court.

Ruling in

~

Y.• Village of Monroeville,

the Court held that a mayor was not an impartial judge
if the fines he collected from traffic violations made
up a large part of the village treasury.

Although the

mayor's pecuniary interest in the outcome of the case
was not direct, it was substantial.

Therefore, his

concern for the finances of the village created a
violation of the defendant's due processo 1 4
Attention has continued to be directed toward
the use of the fee system.

Most critics consider it

the worst feature of the justice of the peace system.
Restructuring the fee system might rid the justice of
the peace courts of oome of the inequities, but there
are other areas which contribute to the weaknesses and
faults found in the lowest level of local courts in
the United States.

Qualifications, Selection, and Supervision
One of the most frequent COTJ1!1laints registered
against the justice of the peace ·system is that the
qualifications required of a justice are lax particularly
in the· area of education and training.

14Gazell, £.E.• cit., p. 8030

In the 1920's
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only--one state mentioned the justice's educational
abilities in its statutes.

Louisiana noted that those

persons serving as justices must have a canmand of the
English languageol5

The laws in other states did not

list any educational requirement, but dealt only with
the usual residency and citizenship considerations.
In recent years the fact that a justice can try
cases, yet is not trained in le gal procedure and law, has
become a major issue in the widespread desire for reform.

Although the justice of the peace court is a court

not .of record, and appeals are in rrost instances automatically allowed to a higher court, critics insist that
only lawyers should be justices of the peace.

The

President's Crime Commission Renort of 1967 lists thirtyfour states which do not require the justice of the
peace to be a lawyer. 1 6

Some states do require

persons serving as justices to attend training sessions
in

order~o

obtain an understanding of methods and

proper legal procedures to follow in their courts.
These workshops seldom last more than a couple of days
and provide only limited guidelines for the justices.
l5smith,

£.E· cit., pp. 122-123.

16President's Commission on law Enforcement,
cit. footnote p. 3 5. The thirty-four states are
Alabama 'Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georpia, Idaho,
Indiana' Kansas, Kentucl~y, Louisiana, :.:arylend, ;. ·ichigan,
Minnesota, :Iississippi, Von tana, Nebraska, l'!evada, New
It.exico New York, Oklaho:na, Orep.:on, Pennsylvania, ~outh
CaroliAa, South !:akota., Tenn~ss~e? _Te~c;s, Ut~h, ~erm~nt,
Virginia, :·Jc:shir.gton, ~'lest V1rg1n10, 1.1sccn ~in, 1.yom1ng.
Q.12.•

The Cali-fornia Supreme Court has considered
the question of -a non-legally trained person serving as
a judge in cases which involve possible jail sentences.
Defendants have charged that due process is violated
when the justice is not a lawyer, because the legal
questions before the court are too complicated for the
untrained to comprehend.

In Gordon y. Justice Court

the California high court ruled that in criminal cases
that could result in a ,i ail sentence the j Lrl ge must be
an attorney unless the defendant waives such a right.
This should not be construed to mean that all justice
of the peace systems violate due process by not having
legally trained judges.

The United States Supreme

Court ruled in Colten y. Kentucky (1972) that the
right to appeal protects due process.

However, in

Argersinger y. Hamlin (1972) the United States Supreme
Court did declare that the accused has a ri-gh t to legal
-counsel in any trial that might result in a jail term.
This decision has not been extended to include the idea
that all judges must be lawyers. 1 7 The Court has allowed
the states some leeway in managing their own justice of
the peace systems.

17Robert A. Kimsey, "The Justice of the Peace
System Under Constitutional Attack - Gordon y. Justice
Court," Utah law Review (1974), PP• 861-866.
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The American Civil l.ibertie s Union recently
attempted to bring the issue of legally trained justices
before the United States Supreme Court.

In Frierson :!..!..

West (1975), a case which originated in South Carolina,
the ACLU presented the following consideration:
\.'i1hether appellants must show actual
harm as an element of standing to contest
the cons ti tutionali ty of trial before lay
magistrates in criminal cases \\hich could
result in sentences of imprisonment, where
such nagistrates are not required to have
any level of legal knowledge or degree of
training or experience.IS
However, the Court did not grant certiorari arrl the
question remains unanswered. 1 9
Jo D. Herron, a justice of the peace in Weirton, West Virginia, believes that being trained in law
is not necessary in order for one to decide cases.

He

refers to his type of justice as common-sense justice
and calls his court the little man's court because the
poor can receive a fair hearing without having to pay
a high-priced lawyer.20
on the CBS pro gram

11

A similar opinion was expressed

60 lt.inutes" by Paul Foster, a

justice of the peace in South Carolina •

Mr. Foster

lBFrierson v. '!!lest, No. 75-1799, United States
Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, June 14, 1976.
19statement by Laughlin MacDonald, Director,
Southern Regional Office ACI U Foundation, Inc., telephone conversation, September 8, 1976.
20Donald Dale Jackson, Judges (New Y0rk:
Atheneum, 1974), P• 41.
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stated that "any competent layman can handle the job.
All he needs is the code of laws and common sense. n 2 1
On the same program, when asked if the Supreme Court
of the United States might better serve the people if
non-lawyers were appointed, Justice of the Peace
James Arthur Bishop replied, "You've got to use common
sense in everything.

And ••• I believe if they had, like

I feel, that I got the people at heart and think about

the people in all my decisions, it might be a little
different • • •

0

n22

Throughout the United States two basic methods
are used in the selection of persons to serve as
justices of the peace.

.Most often the justices are

elected, but in some states the Governor appoints them
with the advice and consent of the Senate.

The election

of justices by partisan ballot has been severely
criticized as it rright "seriously impair judicial
-independence and that party-acceptability and votegetting abilities are qualities not necessarily required of a competent justi ce.23

Sugp:esticns for

changing the selection methods were made by the
21cBS, 11 60 Minutes" (February 22, 1976),
Vol. VIII, No. 11, p. 3.
22.flli_.' p. 7.
'dd

~~wn ~

2Jc1aude J. Davis, Eugene R. Elkins, Paul E.
"The Justice of Peace in West Virginia" Oforgan\vest Virginia University Press, 1958), p. 12.
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American-Bar Associaticn in 1937.

The ABA proposed a

plan by which the chief executive of the state would
make appointments to the office from a list submitted
by an agency nade up of private citizens and persons
in the judiciary.

The voters of the st.ate would be

allowed to vote on the appointee and his record after
a certain period of time.

The plan was adopted only

in PJ.ssouri and then only for judges above the trial
court level. 2 4 Virginia did alter the justice of the
peace system in 1936 by creating a trial justice
appointed by the circuit judges with the approval of the
county board of supervisors.

From---that- time--on the

justice of the peace in Virginia could no longer try
cases.
Observers note that once a justice obtains
the office, either by election or appointment another
weakness of the system becomes operative:

the lack

of supPrvision-by a central agency whi-ch leaves the
justice on his own and unaccountable to a higher
authority.

Questionable practices in the areas of

judgments, fees, arrl. court locations often go unnoticed.
In some states the tax dep:rrtment is required to perform
audits of the justices' accounts.

However, due to the

large numbers of officeholders and the amount of time

2 4Ibid., p. 12.
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the-auditors-have-, it- is practically impossible-to
maintain a close check.

The disorganization of the

system does not allao.r for uniformity in the justice
of the peace courts.

The justices act on an individual

basis and may hold their court anywhere they choose.
Some justices hear cases in their homes, some at their
place of business, and some in srecial offices.

This

lack of supervision makes reforms and improvements in
the system alnost impossible.

More importantly,

there is no one central agency able to provide a justice
with assistance upon his request.

Refonns in the States
The justice of the peace system developed in
the United States when tl'E country wes basically rural
oriented.
area.

Today the focus has changed to the urbanized

The justice of the peace court did provide a

means to settle petty claims quickly and without the
problems involved in a higher court.

At present the

system is un:ier attack, as some critics believe it no
longer operates effectively.
Although the elimination of the justice of the
peace system was preferred, the President's Crirre
Commission Reoort of 1967 offered recormnenda tion s to
maintain a system of fair and equitable justice.

First,
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the fee sys tern should be repla eed by the-· salary-- system.
Second, persons serving as justices should be trained in
the law or complete a graining program prior to taking
office.

Lastly, each state should provide a means of

supervision for the justice of the peace courts.
Records should be kept and administrative help .should
be provided through the statewide court system. 2 5
Because of the growing ooncern over the
inequities of the system, some states have taken action
to eliminate the justice of ·the peace system entirely.
The statistics show that most of the reform has taken
pla-ce· since -1-<)60, althoue.h ·a -rew st;:i tes--did--aboti--sh
the system prior to that time.

The cha rt on the

following page lists the states arrl the dates the
systems were abolished.

(See Table 1, p. 44)

2 5President's Commission on Law Enforcement,

.£E• ~., p. 36.
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TABLE_J
ABOLITION OF THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE SYS 'I'Ei'IIS
IN THE UN I TED sr ATES 26
STATE
Alabama
Alaska
California
Colorado
Deleware
Florida
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky ..
Louisiana :i;c
Maine
·Maryland
Wil.chigan_

*

DATE
1972
195$
1950
1962
1965
1973
1959
1971
1962
1973
1969
1977
1956
1961
1971
1969

STATE

Missouri
Nebraska
New Hamp sh ire
New Jersey
New Mexico
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
South Carolina
South Dakota
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

DATE

1945
1972
1957
1945
1969
1965-70
1961
1957
1969
1965
1975
1974
1961
1974
1966
1975

Abolished in cities of over 5,000 population.

Several states have modified or have attempted
to abolish their justice of the peace systems.
as

As early

1937 Tennessee established general sessions courts

throughout most of the state.

However, due to senatorial

request, six counties were permitted to retain their
justices of the peace.

Minnesota eliminated the

justice of the peace as a constitutionally required

261etter from National Center for State Courts,
July, 1976 and Kenneth E• Vanlandingham, nThe Decline of
the Justice of the Peace," Kansas Law Review, Vol. 12
(1963-64) pp. 3e9, 401, 403 and James A. Gazell, "A
National Perspective on Justices of the Peace and Their
Future: Time for an Epitaph?" 1·:1.ssissipni Law Journal,
Vol. 46, No. 3 (1975), p. 8120
-
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office in 1956.

It is now controlled by the legislature

and is used extensively in rural areas.

'The situation

is much the same in New York where the use of the justice
of t·he peace system is opticnal in all counties outside
New York City.
A legislative study began in

I·~ississippi

in

1970 while Georgia began the task of loca tin#? arrl counting
both active and inactive justices in 1975.

No actions

toward amending or abolishing the justice of the peace
system have been tck en in either state.

In 1969 Arkansas

halted· ·the accrual of fees by justices in criminal cases.
The Vermont lawmakers revoked all judicial du ties and
functions of the justices of the peace in 1974.

Efforts

to abolish the justice of the peace courts arrl replace
them with county courts by 1978 met with defeat in
Indiana.

The 1974 Texas legislature tried, but failed

to pass a proposed constitutional amendment providing
for supervision of justices of the peace.

In 1972 the

electorate in both Vontana and Nevada voted down a
constitutional amendment that would have eliminated
the office of justice of the peace.

Arizona, Connecti-

-cut, ¥.assachusetts, Oreron, Pennsylvania, Rhode Isl end,
and Utah still have justices of the peace and have
made no moves to reform or abolish th;it practice.
The abolition of the systems in Virpinia and
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West· Virginia was a direct result of the general criticisms leveled against the justice of the peace.

Both

states utilized the fee system for mcnetary compensation, allowed unqualified persons to serve, and
exercised no centralized supervision over the justices.
In the succeeding chapters the abolition of the justice
of the peace systems and the establishment of the
magistrate systems in Virginia and West Virginia will
be discussed in detail.

CHAPTER 3
The Creation of the Magistr?-te Systems in
Virginia and West Virginia

The justice.of the peace system had existed
in Virginia and West Virginia since the colonial
period.

Throughout the years the system had undergone

amendments, revisions, and reforms.

Finally in the

early 1970's, actions were taken by the

le~islatures

of both states to abolish the justice of the peace
system and to create in its place a mafistrate system.
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The Beginnings of Change
Virginia
The office of justice of the pe:lce in Virpinin
was "created by implicati01 in the constitution of

1776. ,,l

At that time provisions were made for the

appointment of justices of the peace by the Governor
with the advice of his Privy Council.

The revised

constitution of lSJO retain.ed the office of the justice
of the peace, but the

~neral

Assembly wns #!ranted the

power to give the justices "such jurisdiction as it
2
thought necessary. "
r.:ore complete

in~tructions

were y,iven concemine

this particular office in the Virp:inia constitution
Each county w:Js to be divided into districts

of 1$50.

with four justices of the peace from each

c istrict.

Justices were now elected for terms of four years, and
each justice had to
he was elected.

re~ide

in the district from W"lich

The constitution stated that c:ionthly

meetings of the county courts must be held with three
to five justices sitting at once.
No mention was i::ade cf the justice of the peace
in the 1870 constitution.

However, county

court~

to be presided over by ro:r.eone learned in the law.

were
By

lA. E. Eoward, Cc::::--.enUl ric!'" on the Con~ti tution
of Vir nia (Charlotte~villc: t:nivcr~it.y Frcf';s o!' Virginia,
1974 , footnote 17, r- 749.
2

~.,

p. 747.

this action the- office of the justice of the peace
was no longer a constitutionally established one and
"the powers of the office were in the process of be :ing
continually circumscribed."3

In the constitution of

1902 the actual existence and the juri·sdiction of the
office of the justice of the peace was left entirely
to the legislature.

The Judiciary Article of the

present constitution of the state allows the General
Assembly to
provide for other judicial personnel,
such as judges of courts not of record
and Ir.8.gis trates or justices of the peace,
and may prescribe their jurisdiction and
pro-vi-de the ma nner-±n-whi:cll--t-hey--shal i--he
selected and the terms for which they
shall serve. 4
A recozr.mendation for reform in the justice of
the peace system came from the state Supreme Court of
Appeals in Brooks

y.

~

of Potomac in 1928.

In its

opinion the Court suggested that the General Assembly
shoutd consider making fees received independent of
the outcome of a case.5

The 1931 Renart of the

Commission on County Government to the General

As~embly

of Virginia concluded that the justice of the peace
system was "generally -unsatisfactory an-dTn competent •••

0

3rbid., footnote 17, p. 749.
4constitution of Virginia, Article VI, section

8.

5 11 Justices of the Peace in Virginia: a Neglected
Aspect of the Judiciary," Virginia Law Review, January,
1966, p. 162.

6~., footnote 92, p. 163.

,,6
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With these and other such comments in mind,
the General Assembly passed a Trial Justice Act in

1934 which provided for the appointment of salaried
trial justices in each county.

These trial justices

replaced the justices of the peace in the exercise of
many of their former functions even though the justices
of the peace continued to exist.

The newly appointed

trial justices had exclusive jurisdiction in all misdemeanors except State Corporation Cornmi!?si on offenses
and in all civil actions involving two hundred dollars
or less.

They shared jurisdiction with the circuit

court in cases involving amounts up to one thousand
dollars and also had the same civil powers as a justice
of the peace.7

The Trial Justice Act curtailed the

authority of the justice of the peace by terminating
his right to try cases.
The 1936 Trial Justice Act roc>re fully explained
the organization of the new system.

l.·lith the enact-

ment of this law, the justice of the peace was left
with little authority except issuing ·war-rartts, attachments, and subpoenas and admitting persons to bail or
to jail.

Nevertheless, the office of justice of the

peace continued to be an integral part of the judicia 1
7 Ibid., p. 16).
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hierarchy in the state.
It has been said that by the

pa~sage

of

the Trial Justice Act "Virginia was the first state
to inaugurate thorough-going reform in the traditional justice of the peace system. ,,8

Although

Virginia laws no longer permitted a justice of the
peace to try cases, problems still existed.

Criti-

cism launched against the justice of the peace system
throughout the United States were often applicable
to Virginia, for the state authorized comrensation
by the fee system, maintained no centralized supervision, and - allowed untrained per-sons-to-serve as
justices.
No actions for reforming the justice of the
peace system in Virginia were taken from 1936 until
the 1960 1 s.

At the 1964 annual meeting of the

Judicia 1---confer-errce--of'--V±rginia, 9 a re solution was
adopted which called for a committee to study the
problems of the justice of the peace system.

A

8Kenneth E. Vanlandinf.ham, "The Decline of
--the--Justice-of--the-Peace, u Kansas Law-- Review, --Vol. 12
-( 1963-64-}' p. 397.
9The Judicial Conference of Virginia is composed of the Chief Justice and Justices of the Virginia
Supreme Court of Appeals, all judges of Courts of Record,
and all retired judges and Justices of such courtso
Besides these active members there are some honorary
members. The Conference meets annually to discuss the
administration of justice in the state. Provisions
for the Conference are presented in the Virginia Code.
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five-member committee_ headed by Judge Rayner
was formed.

v.

SneadlO

In !•!ay, 1965 the committee reported its

findings to the Judicial Conference.

At that time the

-following nirie recommendations to upgrade the justice
of the peace system in Virginia were presentedo
1. The justices should be appointed
for terms of four years by the circuit court
judges.
2. The Commonwealth's Attorney should advise and assist the justice rather than the
arresting officer or county judge.
3. The county court mould supervise and
regulate the activities of the justice of the
peace when such actions affect the county
courts, especially bail schedules and warrant
returns.
4. Training schools should be instituted
to give the justices an explanation of their
duties.
5. Justices of the peace should be given
copies of the laws and regulations which apply
to them.
6. A manual should be prepared to provide
basic guidelines.
?. References in the Virginia Code which
concern the justice of the peace, but are no
longer needed should be deleted.
- 8. A-code--or-ethics for the justice of
the peace should be developed.
9. The study of the justice of the peace
system should be continuedoll
Before arriving at these S,E:ecific recommendations the committee had asked that the Association of
l-OThe_ members of the study committee appointed
by the Chief Justice of the Virginia Supreme Court of
Appeals, John\·!. Eggleston, were Judee Rayner,V.Snead,
Chairman, Judge Edmund W. Hening, Jr., Judge I.igon L.
Jones, Judge Robert S. \'iahab, Jr. , and Judge Earl L. Abrott.
11
Judi cia 1 Conference of Virginia , · "Report of the
Committee on Justices of the Peace," May 5, 1965, pp. 83-84.
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Justices of the Peace in Virginia offer sugeestions, for
the improvement of the system.

The Association, which

had been organized in 1955, replied by requesting that
justices be appointed, be supervised, and be required
to attend training
office.

ses~ions

before taking the oath of

Also, the Association wanted justices to be

able to write all warrants and bonds {a duty which they
shared with the county court), to be included in Social
Security, to have fees increased, to be allotted office
space, and to be provided with sections of the Virginia
Code dealing with the justice of the peace. 12

The

committee did not consider the requests for incl usion-i ±n
the Social Security program and the increase in fees.
Of the remaining suggestions, all were approved except
the one concerning the writing of warrants •
.f\Iany of the committee's recommendations such as
the preparation of a manual, could be implemented without legislative approval.

On the other hand, some

recommendations, such as the method of selection of
justices, would require action by the General Assembly,
but no con sti tuti onal revision.

However, no immediate

legislation was enacted which incorporated the
committee's recommendations into the laws of the state.
In 1967 the Virrinia Ju~tices' of the Peace

12 Ibi"d., A
..
ppenaix,
p. 1 o
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Manual by Warwick R. Furr, II was distributed to the
justices throughout the state.

The publication was

sponsored jointly by the /1ssociation of the Justices
of the Peace of Virginia and the Institute of Governrnent of the University of Virginia.

Funds for the

project were provided by the state.

The Justice of

the Peace Study Committee of the Judicial Conference
offered assistance and advice.
The manual contained a code of ethics for
justices of the peace and a brief history of the development of the office.

More importantly, the duties of a

justice of the peace were -listed and the proper procedure for carrying out these responsibilities was outlined.

Infornation obtained from the Virginia Code,

the state constitution, the Supreme Court of Appeals,
and the opinions of the attorney general was utilized
in organizing the explanations and instructions in the

The

1968 Virginia General Assembly passed

legislation which wr<s "to revise, rearrAnp_;e, amend, and
recodify ••• the general laws of Virginia, relating to
justices of the __l)eace •••• w-1-J
~enate

r/nth the enactment of

Bill 1, Title 39 of the Code of

Vir~inia

repealed and was replaced by Tit le 39. 1.

was

Provisions of

l3senate Bill 1, Virginia General Assembly,
April

5, 1968.
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this bill included;_
1. The court of record exercisin~ criminal
jurisdiction over a specific geographical
area appointed justices of the peace to four
year terms.
2. Cities with chPrters requiring certain
methods of appointment or cities whose councils
elected or appointed justices could continue
such practices.
). A justice could i~sue search warrants,
arrest warrants, subpoenas and attachments
and commit persons to jaiJ or admit them to
bail throughout the town, city, or county
for v.h ich he was appointed. He was paid
through the fees collected for performing
these services.
4. The appointing judge am. the Commonwealth's Attorney were to supervise and aid
the justices in carrying out their prescribed duties.
5. Special or issuing justices could be·
elected and paid by town counci]s wishing to
do so.
The

pas~ag:e

action taken by the

of Senate Bill 1 was not the only

1968 Virginia General

regarding jtrlicial reform.

As~embly

By Senate Joint Resolu-

tion No. 5 the legislature cre?ted the Virginia Court
System Study Commission.

Its purpose wRs "to make a

'full and complete stiudy of the entire judicial system
of the Commonwealth... • 'nl4
for a fifteen member

The Resolution called

com~ission

composed of five

delegates appointed by the Speaker of the House, five
state senators appointed by the President of the
Senate, and five persons appoi:ited by the Governor

14House Document No. 6, "The Report of the
Court System Study Com'7lission to the Governor and the
General /1sr.embly of Virginia,'! 1972, p. 1.
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from the public at larF"e.

The r.overnor

wa~

also allowed

to select a chairman from his five appointees. 1 5
Originally, the Commission's report was to
have been oo mpleterl and pven to the Governor a rrl
the General Assembly by November 1, 1969.

However,

only a preliminary report, Senate Document No. 12,

1970, was available at thcit t:ime.

A request for an

extension was granted to the Commission by the
lature through Senate Joint Resolutioo No. 27.

le~is

The

Commission members continued their research and study
on the Virginia judicial

s~tem

until the final report,

House Document No. 6, was presented to the 1972

Gener~l

Assembly.
In one section of the report, the Commission
dealt with the justices of the peace.
ledging the criticisms

again~t

After acknow-

the system, the

offered several proposals for reform.

Commis~ion

One of these

suggestions concerned a change in name.

l5The Commission members appointed by Governor
Ifiills C-odwin were E'upreme Court Justice Lawrence W.
I' Anson, Chairman, Joseph C. Carter ,---C.- Hobson Goddin,
Judge Kermit V. Rooke, and Judge Rayner V. Snead.
The Speaker of the House appointed John N. Dal ton, c.
Harrison 1-:ann, Jr., Julian J. I·:ason, Garnett S. J·~oore,
and C. Armonde Paxson. The President of the fenate
appointed Herbert H. Batem2Il, Sdward 1. Breeden, Jr.,
J. c. Hutcheson, i:. J.~. long, and '•!illiam E. ftone.
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Justices of the peace should be redesignated
magistrates (a) to escape th.e-history of
·
criticism and confusion that has characterized
the public's opinion of these judiciaJ_ .officials
and ( b) to reflect the fa ct that their ·role has
changed and the reforms recon:mended in this
report.l 6
According to the Commission, each city or
county should have at least tw:> magistrates appointed
by the chief district jtrlge arrl supervised by the
district judges.
of four years.

Appointments would be nade for terms
The

Commis~ion

emphasized the fact that

all magistrates would be appointed as "(T)he present
system of electing and appointing justices of the peace
has contributed to having an excess of justices and to
the difficulty of providing proper judicial procedure •••• nl7
A major criticism of the justice of the peace system in
Virginia was that the number of
but few were qualified to
duties properly.

ju~tices

carry~out

grew continually,

their official

Under the new plan, magistrates would

receive -training, information, and supplies from the
Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court of Appeals.
Also, all financial reports from the magistrates would
be filed with the Executive Secretary.
·Another proposal for the- imnrovement-oT-the
justice of the peace sys tern was to abolish fees as the

16House Document No. 6,
l 7Ibid., p. 40.

.Q.E.•

cit., p. 39.
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means of monetary can pensation and to institute a salary
method.

Salaries would be based on a nagi strate' s work-

load and his territory.

The state would pay the salaries

which could range from three hundred dollars to ten
thousand dollars i:er year.

A committee ccmposed of the

chief di strict judges 'iK>uld decide the individual
salaries.

All fees collected by the magistrates would

be utflized by the state for payment of the salaries.
However, because of the variancP- in pay, mafistrates
would not be included in the state's retirement system.
In Arlington, Alexandria, and Fairfax the practice
had been for special justices to be appointed by tre
court of record.

These special justices were paid

salaries by the cities they served.

The Commission felt

that Virginia's laws should be amended so ths t any
locality could institute a special magistrate system,
i f the local governing body and

chose.

the circuit judges

It was noted tmt this system would work best

in areas which had a formal violations bureau.
Advantages of this system included payment by salaries,
supervision by the appointing ju:iges, and participation in the local retirement programs.
The .final re co mm end at ion mad e by the Commi ss ion
concerned the

h~suance

of sumrronses arrl warrants.

Clarification of the code and uniformity in the laws
would allow judges to try most cases on surrrnonses and
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eliminate -the need for -the issuance of a warrant by a
justice of the peace.

Reciprocal

agreement~

should

be made with other states, so that sumnons for out-ofstate traffic violations could be issued and cash bonds
would no longer be needed.
The Court System Study report was the basis for
the court reorganization legislation begun in 1973.
The state was divided into thirty cii:n cui ts for courts
of record and into thirty-one districts for courts not
of record.

The Commission recommended that the

magistrate system not be instituted until 1974 at which
time the district rourts would be more firmly established.

West Virginia
The justice of the peace has been a constitutionally established office in West Virginia since the
ratification of the state's first ronstitution in

H~63.

In Article VII of that document, one justice was to
be elected from each township within a county.

Two

justices could be elected from any town ship having a
-~hite

population great er than twelve hundred.

Each

county had no fewer than three nor more than ten
townships.

A justice's term of office was four years

and his a uth ori ty did not extend beyond the boundaries
of the township from which he was elected.
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Civil jurisdiction was limited to situations
involving one hundred dollars or less.

However, the

constitution did grant the legislature the right to
increase the civil jurisdiction of the justices within
the townships.

No specific criminal jurisdiction for

justices of the peace was written into the constitution of 1863.

Provisions did exist for possible county-

wide criminal jurisdiction if the penalties were
restricted to fines no greater than ten dollars and
imprisonment for no longer than tliirty days.

Defendants

in a justice of the peace court could have a jury of
six persons in civil cases involving over twenty dollars
and in crim1nal cases involving fines of over five
dollars or imprisonment.

Ap~als

to the circuit court

could be made in cases resulting in imprisonment or in
those in which claims or damages exceeded ten dollars.
The ratification of a new constitution in 1872
did little to change the original structure of the office
of the justice of the peace.

His authority was no longer

limited to the tOi/nship from which he was elected, but
extended through out the county.

A juf:tic e had to reside

in the township from which he was elected.

His civil

cases could now involve sums, claims, arrl damages of
three hundred dollars or less.

The constitution once

again provided few details concerning a justice's
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jurisdiction in criminal cases except to state .that
"powers in criminal cases ••• -may be pre scribed by law."

18

These provisions remained the same when the
state's judicial system was reorganized and Article VIII
was rewritten by a constitutional amendment in 1880.
At the same tiITE a second amendment w<1s ratified which
firmly established the number of jurors at six in a
justice of the peace court trial.

This had been the

case in the 1863 constitution, but no right to trial
in such a court had been permitted the the consti tution of

1872.

A

1902 amendment increasing the size of

the_sta te Supreme _Court of_ Appeals from four to five
judges was the la st amendment to the judicial article
to be ratified until
From

1974.

1902 to 1974 there were two unsuccessful

attempts to amend or abolish the office of justice of
the peace in West Virginia.

A proposal to alter the

system was pres.ented to the Legislature by the
Constitutiaial Commission of

19290

The Commission,

which had been appointed by Governor

~·Tilliam

G. Conley,

developed a plan requiring the establishment of summary
courts in all counties with populations p-reat er than
twenty thousand.

In these counties, the justice of the

peace would have no civil jurisdiction.

It would be

lBconstitution of West Vire:inia,
Section 28.

1872, Article VIII,
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left to the Legislature to decide what authority the
justices could exercise within the limits outlired in
the constitution.

The number of justices of the peace

in each county would also be determired by the
Legislature with no county having less than two.
The Commissicn believed that "justice could be
more efficiently rendered through a summary court in
the more densely populated co unties than through the
••• justice of the peace system. nl9

In counties with

populations of less than twenty thousand, the justice
of the peace was to be retained and have "concurrent
-jurisdiction with .the circuit -courts in civi 1 actions
where the damages claimed \\Ould not exceed two hundred
dollars."20

The Commission suggested that any smaller

county desiring to do so should be allowed to establish
summary courts.

If such a situation did occur, the

county had to follow the rules and procedures regarding
justices of the peace serving in the larger counties.
The West Virginia Legislature took no action on
these particular proposals put forth by the Constituti.onal Commission of 1929.

However, in 1939 the

l9claude J. Davis, Eugene R. Elkins, Paul E.
Kidd, "The Justice of the Peace in 1/lest Virginia" ·
(Morgantown: \·/est Virginia University Press, 195$), pp. 4-5.
20 rtid., p. 4o
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Legislature passed House Joint Resolution No. 1, a
proposed constitutional amendment which
judicial reorganizatirn.

~uld

permit

If voted on favorably by

the state's citizens in the general election of 1940,
the off ice of
and summary

ju~ti

court~

ce of the peace would be abolished
would be

established in ea ch

county.
The ame rximent provided for the election
every four years of summary court judges.

The number

of judges in each county would be determined by the
Legislature.

Accordinp; to the amendment, ea ch summary

court judge was to be at least twenty-five years old
and a resident of the county for which he was elected.
He did not have to be a lawyer.

Each county was to

pay its judge or judges a salary "as may be fixed by
law. n 2 1 The summary court judge would have criminal
jurisdiction in misdemeanor cases and civil jurisdiction in cases involving five hundred dollars or lesfi.
His authority would extend throughout the county.

ftny

justice of the peace serving at the time th is amendment
might be adopted could remain in office until December
31, 1942.
This Judiciary .Amendment was voted on in Novanber,
1940.

Prior to that election the National Municiool

21House Joint Resolutim t!o. 1, ·::est Virginia
Legislature, Article 8, Section 13, Feb. 9, 1939.
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Review wrote tlat the proponents of the measure felt
such reforms instituted through the
adoption of their proposal would give
West Virginia a unified and efficient
system for the administration of justice
that might we~~ serve as a mod el for
other states.
Nevertheless, the propof;al was defeated 300,979 to
133,256.

This loss "has been ascribed to the 'organized

opposition of the justices of the peace and the popular
demand for the retention of the People's Court.' n23
With the defeat of the Judiciary Amendment of 1939,
there were no major legislative attempts to reform the
justice of the peace system until 1974.
Thro ugh a

~eries

of decisions beginning in

1935 with Williams v. Brannen and ending in 1974 with
Shrewsbury y. Poteet, the West Vir gi.nia Supreme Court
of Appeals gradually declared the justice of the peace
system unconstitutional due to the use of fees as a
means of compensation.

After Williams v. Brannen

(1935), the West Virginia Legislature had to revamp
the justice fee fund so that justices would be
payment in cases resultinf in acquittal.
ex rel. rt.oats

~aranteed

Both State

y. Janco ( 1971) and State ex rel. Reece

y. Gies (1973) dealt with the question of a justice's
: 22''{imendment W9uld .Abo],~ish ,.Pea ee :·Jus_ttces in
National Municipal Review, September,
1940, p. 622.
2
3navis, .Q.£• cit., p. 6.
West Virginia o"
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pecuniary inter est in the out come of a case.

The Court

held that the· requiring fees for detainers, bonds, and
transcripts, which were collectable only if the defendant was convicted, violated due process.
The office of justice of the peace as it had
been known in West Virginia was brought to an end in
State ex rel. Shrewsbury v. Poteet (1974). The Court
ruled that a state law permitting a five dollar entering
and trying fee in any civil suit in a justice of the
peace court created a pecuniary interest on the part
of the just ice.

'l'herefore, the. guarantee of due process

of law as provided by both- 'the state and federal constitutions was not upheld.

Furthermore, the statute

in questions encouraged "justice for sale.n24

Article

III, Se ct ion 17 of West Virginia 's constitution prohibits such action.

Thus, the Court's

deci~ion

dic-

tated that change would be made in the state's justice
of the peace system.
The need for reform had been acknowledged by
the justices themselves inal958 research project entitled
"The Justice of the Peace in West Virginia."
study conducted by Claude J.

Davi~,

and Paul E. Kidd for the Pureeu of

Eugene P.. Elkins,
Go~ernment

2 4state ex rel. Shrewsbury, et. al.

202

SE 2nd D28 (1974).

In this

Research

v. Poteet,
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at West Virginia University, questionnaires had been
sent to the 380 justices of the peace in office at
that time.

Although only 144 completed auestionnaires

were returned, it was evident that tre justices felt
their positions could be improved.

A majority of tre

respondents favored the payment of salaries and a
reduction in the number of justices in the state.
Some other suggestions for the improvement of the
system included inservice training

pro~ms,

specific

educational requirements for justices, and supervision
by an administrative authority.
The Governor's Committee on Crime, Delinquincy
and Correction held a series of meetings in 196S to
discuss the criminal justice sys tern in West Virginia.
The Committee developed a forty-point program which became part of the Criminal Juf'ti ce Plan for the fiscal
year 1969.

One of these proposals was to abolish the

office of justice of the peace and to establish a systen
of regional courts throughout the state.

No action was

taken on this particular recommendation during 1969.
Serious consideration for amending the Judicial
Article of the state constitution did not cone about
until 1974.

A few years earlier a citizens group

sponsored by the West Virginia State Bar, the West
Virginia University School of Law, and the American
Judica ture Society drafted such an article.

This
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draft prep:i.red in 1968 was delivered to the House of
Delegates' -constitutional Revision Committee.

The

proposed article contained some ideas concernin!! the
replacement of the justice of the peace system.

How-

ever, the entire amendment was ignored.
During the 1974 session of the lvest Virginia
Legislature a resolution calling for amendments to the
Judicial Article was introduced.

Senate Joint Resolu-

ti on No. 6 was adopted on March 9, 1974, and was presented
to thevoters of the state in the general election in
November.

The proposal appeared on the ballot as

-Amendment No. 2 and was often referred to as the
Judicial Reorganization Amendment.

The general purpose

of the amendment was summarized in an article by
Thornton G. Berry, Jr., a justice of the i·iest Virginia
Supreme Court of Appeals, as follows:
TO M<Erm THE STATE CONSTITUTION TO PROVIDE
A Uf\IFIED COl1R T SYSTEZ,: V.'HICH AES UP.ES Tl-'E
PROMPT AND EFFICIENT J.DI•INISTRATICN OF JUSTICE
IN WEST VIRGINIA. 25
All levels of the state judicial f:ystem from the Supreme
Court tD county organizaticns were dealt with in the
proposal.

The amendment was ratified by a vote of

217, 732 to 127 ,393.
The Jui icial Reorganization /I.mend ment rewrote
2 5Thornton G. Berry, Jr., "P. Proposed New Judicial Article for ~'Jest Virgi ria," West Virginia Law
Review, Vol. 76(1974), p. 487.
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Article VIII of the constitution replacing: sections one
through thirty with sections one through fifteen.
Although the powers and duties of magistrates and their
courts are outlined in several sections of the article,
it is left to the Legislature to determine exactly how
to organize and implement the new system.

Justice

Thornton G. Berry, Jr. commented on this procedure
by stating
In the revision of state constitutions,
either by adoption of new constitutions or
amendments to the existing constitutions,
there should be contained only basic principles,
with all other matters left for the statute
books. While i t is true that many reforms
and modernizations in this State can be
accomplished by statute, it is much better
that the basic principle be contained in an
amendment of the entire judicial article to
the constitution leaving the refinement2 to
be enacted into law by the Legislature. 6
The new article deals with magistrates in the
following manner:
1. Section three grants supervisory
control to the Supreme Court of ft.ppeals
with the Chief Justice as administrative
head aided by an administrative director who
is appoilllted and paid by the court.
2. Section seven requires magistrates
to be state residents, establishes canpensation by salary, and permits a rragistrate,
if a lawyer, to practice his profesfion during
his term of office.
3. Section ten creates magistrate courts
in each county and yives magistrates terms
of four years with their powers extending
throughout the county. Civil jurisdiction
is permitted in cases in'{olving sums not
26-rb•d
~., p.

rl"'
4o~.

6$

exceeding fifteen hundred dollars.
Criminal jurisdiction is granted in
"matters as may be prescribed by law,
but no per son shal 1 be convicted or
.
sentenced for a felony in such courts. n27
Jury trials require six qualified persons serving as jurors.
4. Section fifteen tenninates the
office of justice of the peace on Januaryl,
1977. All provisions unless otherwise
noted are in eff'ect from the date of
ratification of the Judiciary Reorganization Amendment •
Interim laws which provided a system of salaries and
a method of acin in ist ra tive supervision for the justices
of the peace were enacted by the Lepslature in 1974
and 1975 and they remained in effect until the
statewide magiEtrate

~ourts

were estRblished in

January, 1977.
In organizing a system for payment by salary,
the Legislature divided the counties in the state
into classes according to their populatirns based on
the--1970--eensus.

Then maximum dollar amounts were

placed on salaries in each of the categories.

Table 2

shows the classes of counties and the salary 1 imits.

{See p. 69 for Table 2)

2 7constitution of ';fest Virginia, 1872,
Article VIII, Section 10, as amended, 1974.
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TABLE 2
INTERir~

CLASSIFICATION OF COUNTIES /.ND

MAXIMUM SAlARY LIMITATIONS

I

II
III

IV

v

VI

MAXIMUM
YEARLY SALARY

POPULATION

CLASS

200,000
100,000
70,000
30,000
20,000
10,000

or
or
or
or
or
or

more
more,
rror e,
more,
more,
more,

VII

less
less
less
less
less
less

$17,500.00
$15, 000 .oo

than 200,000
than 100,000
than 70,000
than 30,000
than 20 ,ooo
than 10,000

r·500.oo
10;000.00
7,500.00
6,250.00
5,Qeo.oo

The county commission of each county could
decide upon the salary of its particular justices.
Salaries of justices serving within a county could
vary, except in counties with populations of one
hundred thousand or more.

In those counties, all

full time justices were to be paid equally.

Besides

a salary, a just ice of the peace could be reimbursed
for certain expenditures, such as office rental,
stationery supplies, and equipment.

All requests

for reimbursement ·had to include documentation by
vouchers am sworn statements.

Both salary and

expenses were to te paid to the justices of the peace
by the county commission from the

~eneral

county furrl.

Justices' salaries were to be paid in equal nnnthly
installments.
The county corw. issio n was to be assisted in
the salary deliberations by a justice of the peace
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advisory board.

Membership on the board consisted of

the clerk of the county commission, the circuit court
clerk, arrl two appointed members.

These two appointees

were to be.- selected by the county commis$ion and could
not belong to the same political party.
Supervision of the justices of the peace was
accanplished through audits by the chief inspector of
public records, monthly reports to tre county commission,
and regulation by the circuit court judge.

The circuit

court judge or chief circuit judge, if a circuit had
two or more judges, could determine a justice's office
and telephone service hours, his office location, and
his workload.

If necessary, the judge could also re-

quire a justice to serve temporarily in another location.

The Creation of the Magistrate Systems
by Statute
During the 1973 session of the Virginia
General Assembly steps were taken to reform the justice
of the peace system.

With the pas sage of House Bill

267 on Mar ch 20, 1973 , Tit le 39. 1 of the Code was
repealed and Chapters 16 and 17 were added to Title

19.1.

Chapter 16 consisted of six articles which

abolished the justice of the peace sys tern and established
the statewide magistrate system.

Cha pt er 17 out lined
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the position of and appointment procedures for special
magistrates.

This legislation

W?.S

to become effective

January 1, 1974, but full compliance with the new law
did not actually occur until July 1, 1974.

Because

Virginia's criminal procedural law was rewritten in
1975 in House Bill 1166, map:istrates and s~cial
magistrates are now dealt with in Title 19.2, Chapters

3 and 4 respectively.
A special provision of House Bill 267 permitted
justices of the peace and issuing justices who were
still in service on December 31, 1973, to retain their
positions unti 1 their present terms expired.

All

would then be eligible for appointment as a magistrate
at some future date.

Their powers, duties, and com-

pensation would remain as those prior to December 31,
1973.
According to the new law, magistrates have "all
the authority, duties and obligat:ions vested ••• in the
off ice of j us ti ce of the peace. 02 g

The chief circuit

judge appoints magistrates to four year terms.
Originally, two magistrates were to be appointed from
each city or county in a chief jtrlge's circuit.

However,

if two j us ti ces of the peace remained in of fie e, this
would fulfill the requirement ard no nagistrat es would

28Ho~e Bill 267, Virginia Genera 1 Assembly,
Article 3, S.19.1-381, March ~o, 1973.
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be selected at that time.

Now by virtue of House Bill

104 from the 1976 session of the General Assembly,
only as many ma gis tra tes as are "necesf"ary for the
effective administration of justice ••• n29 are to be
appointed with "at least one magistrate appointed
who resides in each county or city in the judicial
district. "JO

If a vacancy occurs during a four year

term, the chief judge appoints someone to complete
the unexpired portion of the term.

All magistrates

serve at the will and pleasure of the chief circuit
judge.
If more than one magistrate is appointed for

a county or city, the chief circuit judge may designate one as the chief magistrcit e.

The person so

designated is to help organize and operate the magistrate
system within the judicial district.

He accomplishes

this by maintaining schedules, aiding in training
programs, and overseeing the work of the other magistrates.
The West Virginia Legielature organized their
new magistrate court system within the limits set
forth in the Judicial Reorganization Amendment of the

29H~use Bill 104 1 Virginia Generel Assembly,
S.19.2-34, r:arch 23, 197b.
1

JOibid., S.19.2-34.
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serve at the will and pleasure of the chief circuit
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If more than one magistrate is appointed for

a county or city, the chief circuit judge may designate one as the chief magistrnt e.

The person so

designated is to help organize and operate the magistrate
system within the judicial district.

He accomplishes

this by maintaining schedules, aiding in training
programs, and overseeing the work of the other magistra tes.
The West Virginia Legislature organized their
new magistrate court system within the limits set
forth in the Judicial Reorganization Amendment of the

29House Bill 104, Virginia Generc>l Assembly,
S .19 .2-34, March 23, l 97b.
JOibid., S.19.2-34.
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state constituticn.

House Bill 1087, passed March 13,

1976, created a magistrate court in each county of
the state with the first magistrates being elected
to a four year term in the general election of November,
1976. · Magistrates were to take office the first day
of January of' the year f'ollowin g their election.
If a vacancy occurs in the office of' magistrate
before the complet:i.o n of a full term, the judge of the
circuit court, or the chief jtrlge, if there is more
than one judge of the circuit, appoints sorreone to
serve until the next general election.

The appointee

remains in office until his successor is elected and
is qualified.

The newly elected magistrate does not

serve for four years, but only for the unexpired }X>rtion
of the previously elected magistrate's term.
In each county a chief magistrate may be appointed
by the judge of-the-ci.r_cuit court or the chief judge
if there is more than one circuit court judge.

The

chief magistrate is "responsible for all of the administrative functions required of the mafistrate court in
each county by th is code And as required by the ru1 es
and regulations of tne~ Supreme Court of Appeals. n31
Included in these duties are supervising the court
clerks in maintaining a centralized docket, submitting

3 1 House Bill 1087, West Virginia Legislature,
S. 50-1-7, March 13 , 19?6.
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all required reports, and advising the circuit court
judge of the need for additional magistrates.

All

chief magistrates serve at the will and plea sure of
the appointing circuit court judge.
In Virginia the determination of the necessary
number of magistrates is done by the Committee on
District Courts, which was at one til'IE called the
Connnittee on Courts Not of Record.

Included in the

membership of the Comrni ttee are the chairmen of the House
and Senate Courts of Justice Committees and two members
from each of those conrnittees appointed by their respective chairmen.

Also, the Chief .Justice of the Supreme

Court of Appeals appoints one judge ea ch from a circuit
court, a general di strict court, and a juvenile and
domestic relations court.

Other duties of the Committee

are fixing salaries, arranging vacation and sick leave
compensation ,--and -appointing the t·wo member l!Iagistrates
Advisory Committee, which makes recommendations concerning administrative practices and procedures of the
district courts.
The population of each county as recorded by
the latest federal census determines the number of
magistrates to serve in a county in West Virginia.
Changes in the number of magi:: trates per county are
to be made only at the general election after the publication of the census.

At present counties with a
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population of less than thirty thousand shall have
two magistrates.

Counties with thirty thousand or more

but less than sixty thousand persons sha 11 have three
na gis trate s.

Four magi st rat es shall serve in counties

having sixty thousand or more in population , but less
than one hundred thousand.

In counties with popula-

tions of one hundred thousand or mo re, but less than
two hundred thouf·and, seven m3gistrates shall be
elected.

Any county having a population of two hundred

thousand or more shall have ten magistrates.

}l(cDowell

County with a population in the thirty thousand to
sixty thousand range is an exception to this population
and magistrate formula.

Because of claims that the

county has rrany inaccessible areas and more magistrates
are needed to adequately serve the people and because
32
of political maneuvering,
the Legislature gave McDowell
County four magistrates.
Qualifications for the office of magistrate
are listed in the laws of both Virginia and West
Virginia.

A Virginia magistrate must be a citizen of

the United States and must reside in the city or county
for Wiich he is appointed.

His spouse cannot be a

law enforcement officer in the st.ate, nor a clerk of

3 2 stcitement by Edwin Flowers, Justice of the
West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, interview,
April 23, 1976.
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a court not of record, or an employee of that clerk,
the police or the sheriff's department in ·the same city
or county that the mar:istrate serves.

No maF,istrate

is permitted to issue any warrant or complaint process
of his relatives.
·--

Another restriction was added in

--------- - - - - --------

1974. A person is ineligible to be appointed a map-istrate
i f it would "create a parent-child, husband-wife, or

brother-sister relationship between a district court
judge and such person serving within the same judicial
district. n33

A no re recent requirement was passed by

the General !.ssembly in 1976.

A mae-istrate cannot be

"chief"executive, or a member of the board of supervisors, tCM n or city council, or other governing body
for any politic al sub di vision of the Commonweal th. ,,J4
Once these qualifications are met and a person is
selected to serve, he must post a five thoUBand
dollar bond before the circuit court clerk in his
locality.

This bond guarantees that the mae istrate

will faithfully execute his duties arrl obligations.
In West Virginia a magistrate must be at least
twenty-one years old, have a high school educe.tion or
its equivalent, and live in tre county from which he
is elected.

He must have no felony convictions or

33House Bill 1166, Virgi. nia General Assembly,

S.19.2-37, March 22, 1975.
JhEouse Bill 104, Q.E.• cit • , S .19-2-J?..
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misdemeanor convictioos involvine moral turpitude.
Immediate family members, defined in the law as a
father, mother, sister, brother, child, or spouse,
cannot serve in the same county.
member of an

i~rnediatc

If rrore than one

family is elected to the office

of naristrato wi. thin a county, the one who received
the hirhest number of votes will be permitted to serve.
J.s provided in the constitutional anendment, the Lep::is-

la ture cannot require that rmp:istrates be lawyers, and
any person servi ne as a justice of the peace on

~:ovem

ber 5, 1974 and who serve one yeo.r immediately prior
to thnt tirne shall be qualified to

run fb r ma P:i.s trate

in too county in which he resides.
/.ftcr the November election and before he
assurres office on January 1, a West Virpinia magistrate
is required to a tterrl and corr.plete "a course of inst ruction in ruditJ.entary principles of law and procedure.n35
The course shall be under the dire ct ton of the Supreme
Co1..&rt of

/..~eals,

which has penercl rupervisory powPr

over the mafistrate

court~.

Continuinr, ecucAtion

courses of this nature 2re to be conducted r·t
cnce every other year.

lea~t

r:aeistr:1t('s failinp: to attend

without rood reason will be d.Brfed with nep'lect of duty.
Programs arrl conferences

~or maristrate~

in Virp,ini

J5iiouse Fill 1oe?,. £L• cit., S 50-1-4.

t!
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are planned and oonducted by the Executive Secretary
of the Supreme Court, but attendance is not compulsory.
With the abolition of the justice of the peace
system, the Virginia General Assembly and the West
Virginia Legislature also abolished the .fee system
as a means of monetary compensation.
instituted salary systems.

Both states·

Annual salaries for

Virginia magistrates are fixed by the Committee on
District Courts and are based on the workload, population, and territory served by a wBgistrate.

All

salaries arepa id by the state on a semi-monthly basis.
Fee collected by a magistrate are paid to the clerk of
the general district court.

The amount of fees to be

charged by ma gist rates in both civil and criminal cases
are contained in the Code.

Any justice of the peace·

serving on December 31, 1973 could, if he chose, continue.
using the fee system for-t-he -remainder of n±s· term.
The Auditor of Public 11.ccounts may audit-·magistrates'
records upon the request of the chief district judge
serving the judicial district in which the magistrates
are located.

By rt:ay 1 of each year, a mae:istrate must

rep::>rt his monetary transactions to the Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court.

This information S'lall be

on forms provided by the Executive Secretary and shall
be used in the preparation of reports for the Governor
and the courts of record.
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In 1975 the General Assembly included a new
item in the fees and compensation section of the laws
dealing with

m~gistrntes.

Each full-time mapistrate

is to be provided with office quarters, furniture, and
equ"ipmen t by the county or city which he ftervef:.
Ha.-1evcr, only those ci t j es and counties tm vi n(! a p.eneral
district court or juvenile ami dcnestic relcitions
district court are required to comply with this pa rticular law.
West Virginia mngistrates receive monthly
salaries pa id by the stnt e.
on the nuniJer of

person~

Salary amounts are brised

each r.iap-istrate serves.

This

number is determined hy div idinr the numl·er of rr.agif:trrites
authorized for a county into the total population of the
county.

Annual salaries range from seven

thou~nd

dollars

to eighteen thousand dollars arxi are listed in Table 3.

T/iElE 3
1977 SAUP.Y SCALE Fat '.:.'EST VIRGP:IA

AimUAL S/..l ltRY
~ 7,000.00
~10,000.00

14,000.00

..,1s,ooo.oo

POrt~I

7-'~f.ISTRATES

f, TI CT-I S::R VED

5,000
more than 5 ,000,
10,000 or moreo
15,00

or less
less than 10,000
less than 15,000
or l!Dre

There are tw:> l!Cneral caterories of maJ?is trates.
To be clas fifi ed as a full ti rre mafl'istrat e·, one must

serve a population greater than five thousand.
Magistrates who serve five thousand persons or less are
classified as part time magistrates.

It is the

responsibility of the circuit court ju:ige or the chief
·circuit judge, if there is one, to determire the amount
of time each of the part time magistrat-es must devote
to his duties.

The circuit court judge is also desig-

nated to divide the workload as evenly as possible
among the magistrates in a county.
All magistrates in West Virginia must follow
a code of judicial ethics as adopted by the Supreme
Court of- Appeals.

Failure to comply with the provisions

in the code will result in a charge of official misconduct and a possible misdemeanor conviction and fine.
Ac cording to this code no magistrate shall
(a) Acquire or hold any interest in any matter

which is before the magistrate court;
(b) Purchase, either directly or indirectly,
any property being sold upon execution issued
by -the---na gis.~rat.e--cou rt;
( c) Act as agent or attorney for any pe.rty in
any proceeding in any magistrate court in the
state; or
(d) Engage in, or assist in, any remunerative
endeavor, except the duties of his office,
while on the premises of the magistrate court
office. 36
One of the reasons for the establishment of a
magistrate system was to provide adequate supervision
and control over the magistrates.

36Ibid., S 50-1-12

The lack of a
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centralized authority had allowed the justices of the
peace a great deal of independence.

As a result, the

laws and procedures were not interpreted or enforced
uniformly.
Virginia's General Assembly eliminated th is
weakness with the enactment of House Eill 267.

After

the appointments were made by the chief circuit judge,
the chief general district judge, the Commonwealth's
Attorney, and the Executive Secretery of the Supreme
Court of Appeals were to share the supervisory pc::Mers.
The chief general district judge was to oversee all
aspects of the magistrates' activities within the district.
It was his responsibility to arrange the time and place
of court sittings.

This system was amended in 1974.

Presently the chief circuit judge rrey retain full
supervisory power over the magistrates if he Wimes.
If net, he grants the authority to the chief p-eneral
district judge, who then exercises administrative control
over the magistrates.

In all

in~tances

the Comm:m-

wealth's Attorney is charged with giving legal advice
to those nagistrates living in his city or county.
The Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court oriranizes
and dispenses information and materials needed for the
efficient operation of the of fie e of magi st rate.

In

addition, annual rep or ts can be required of the
magistrates by the Secretary, but only with the approval
of the chief justice.
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The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals
and its Administrative Director have general superviso ry control over the magi st rrit e courts in that state.
The Magistrate Court Act, House Bill 1087, grants to
the chief circuit judge ce.rtain powers, as appointing
chief magistrates and magistrate court clerks.

Magis-

trate court clerks are appointed in those counties
having three or more magistrates.

Their duties are

to establish and maintain proper
dockets and records in a centralized
system for the magistrate court, to
assist in the preparation of reports ••• ,
and to carry out on· behalf of magistrates,
or chief magistrate, i f a chief magistrate
is appointed, the administrative duties
of the courto37
They

ar~

also allowed to issue all types of civil

process in magistrate courts.

Additional duties may.

be given to the clerks by the Supreme Court of Appeals
of the circuit court judge.
If a county has fewer than three magistrates,
a clerk may be appointed or the judge may choose to
have the clerk of the circuit court perform the required duties.

Magistrate court clerks serve at the

p;Leasure of the appointing judge and receive monthly
salaries paid by the state.

tlth ough clerks' salaries

are based upon the same formula used to compute the
magistrates' pay scale, only maximum amounts are set
for each category.
37rbid.,

s

It is the appointing judge 's
50-1-9.

8J

perogative to establish each clerk's salary within
the prescribed limits.

I•'iagis trate court clerks may

be paid up to two hundred and fifty dollars per month
if they a id magistrates serving five thousand per sons
or less; up to four hundred an::i fifty dollars per month
if they aid magistrates serving more thc:>.n five thousand,
but less than ten thousand persons; up to five hundred
and fifty dollars per month if they aid magistrates
serving more than ten thousand, but less than fifteen
thousand persons; and up to six hundred arrl fifty
dollars per month if they aid magistrates serving more
than fifteen thousand per sons.
Each magistre.t e is permitted to a proi nt a
magistrate assistant.

The person selected must reside

in the county in which he serves and cannot be a member
of the magistrate's immediate family.

He must have no

felony convictions against him nor misdemeanor convictions involving-rrcral turpitude. --The -assistant serves
at the plea sure of the appointing magi st rate.

His

duties include any clerical or other work assi1med
to him by the magistrate, preparing civil action
summons, collecting fees an::i the like that have been
paid to the court, and submitting funds, accounts, and
required reports to the proper authorities.
are paid monthly salaries by the stc:te.

Assistants

The pay scale

is the same as the one for the magis trc:te court clerk.

In this instance it is the appointing magistrate who
_determines-·the ass-istant' s salary wiffiin the limits
~stablished

_by-law.

All of the assistants and magis-

trate court clerks are required to take an oath of
office, post a bond, and follow the code of judicial
ethics.
There are other services am expenses provided
for the magistrate in House Bill 1087.

The administra-

tive director of the Supreme Court of Appeals is to
loan to each magistrate a oopy of the state Code.
Each magistrate is to have at least one office in a
location determined by the judge of the circuit court
or its chief judge.

In some counties because of geo-

graphy arrl population concentrations, more than one
office per magistrate might be needed and must be
established.

Office furniture, equipr.ient, and supplies

will be paid for by the state.

The county is required

to cover the cost of office rent, telephone service,
and utilities.

All magistrates' offices within a

county are to be of similar quality.
West Virginia magistrates have jurisdiction
in certain civil and criminal cases.

Their powers

and a·uthority extend throughout the county in \'hich
they serveo

They have civil jurisdiction in cases

involving damages or values of not more than fifteen
hundred dollars, but not in equity cases, real estate
title disputes, or matters afeminent domain, false
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imprisonment;, malicious prosecution, slander, and libel.
Criminal jurisdiction is granted in all misdemeanor
offenses committed within the county.

They may also

cond.uct preliminary examinations on felony warrants,
issue arrest warrants in all criminal cases, issue
warrants for search and seizure, and. set and admit to
bail except in capital offense cases.

!~agistrates,

magistrate court clerks, and magistrate assistants all
have the authority to take affidavits or:·depositions,
and. acknowledgments of deeds.
All regulatims governing procedures, oontinuances,
jury trials, subpoenas, appeals, reoords, and costs are
contained in House Bill 1087.

Civil costs may be

collected in advance, but criminal

cost~

may not.

Fines, forfeitures, and penalties collected in criminal
proceedings in a magistrate court are paid rronthly to
the magistrate court clerk who then forwards the money
to the county she riff o

Costs collected in civil and

criminal actions are also paid monthly to the magistrate
crurt clerk.

The clerk deposits the costs into a

special oounty fund.

This fund is created during each

fiscal year and may contain "a sum equal to ten thousand
dollars multi plied by the number of ma.gistrates authorized
for each county. 11 38

38

.

Any excess m:mies collected are to

Ibid., S 50-3-4.
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be paid to the state.

The magistrate court fund is to

be used to help defray tre expense of bailiffs, process
services of the sheriff, office rental, telephones,
and utilities of magistrates' of fices, and other mis cellaneous expenses of a county's magistrPte court.
The duties of a Virginia magistrAte are somewhat limited, because he cannot try cases, either civil
or criminal.

He can only exercise the powers listed

in the Code and then only in the judicial circuit
for which he has been appointed.

~agistrates

can issue

subpoenas and arrest and search warrants, admit persons
to bail or commit them to jail.

Other pcwers include

issuing civil warrants directing a sheriff to summon
a defendant to the district court, administering oaths
and taking acknowledgments, and acting as a conservator
of the peace.
A system of substitute magistrates was created

by t-he 1974 Virgi-nia General
in House Bill 458.

h~sembly

and incorporated

Sometimes due to vacations, illness,

or death, magistrates are not available to serve in a
particular judicial district.

/..t such times, substi-

tute magistrates can be appointed by the chief judge
of the circuit court.

'Ihe ·Committee on District

Courts determines the number of substitute magistrates
to be appointed.

These temporary magistrates have all

the powers and duties p:iven to the regular magistrates.
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The term of office for the substitute may.ietrnte is
specified at the t.ime of appoi ntmcnt, nm a>mpensntion
is on a per diem basis as estc,blishcd by the Con.r.>ittce
on District Courts.
West Virr,i nio ooes not provide for rub !'titutc
magi s tratcs.

However, in specinl si tuatims the Chief

Just.ice of the Suprece Court of

Appeal~

or the circuit

judge or its chief judge if one exi ftt!!, mny n!'sip.n

a magistrate to serve temporarily at locntions other
than at the mayistrate's rerulnr office.

':'hefte loca-

tions may either be in the same county as the one froC'l
which the r..ap.istratc is elected or in any other crunty
within the ju::licial circuit.

Teq>orary S!'!'irnments

exceeding sixty day:: in a cale rrlar yP.ar cnnnot be mnde
without t.hc transferred magifltratc's ap!"rovPl.
A 1>5rticulnr feature of the

Vir~inia

laws is the continuine provision for !'pecia 1

rr..,r-istrPte
t"'.D

yirtrPtes.

These cay,istrates cnn be nppointf:?d by the chief circuit
judpc for four year t.crns.
and duties are the
cagistratcs.

ra~c

Qualifications' rowers,

ns those required of rerulnr

If a court violations burP.au exiPts in

a city of ccunty,"tht?n such special mr.itttrates

~hnll

be eoployce s of such ccur.ty or city, for the purpose of
pe rforcl flt'. t~ cu ti cs and fun cti onn of ru ch rureau... • n) 9

39;:'.:tl!'P. !ill llY>, 2!?.· cit., Chapter 4, 519.2-50.
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Special magistrates are treated as local government
employees and are paid salaries by the local governing
body.

Collected fees Bre to be paid into the city or

:a:>unty treasury and are to be used to pay the salaries
of the special magistrates.

If a city or county is

served by a special magistrate, no regular magi st rate
is appointed by the chief circuit judge for the same
area.
Conclusions

Both Virginia and West Virginia h'ave recently
created magistrate court systems as
justice systems.

succes~ors

to their

It has been suggested that these

reforms came slowly because lawyers and judges, professionals whose work is often based on precedent,
are invo 1 ved arrl. because of the absence of an obvious
40
leader.
r.:ost branches of rovernment have a s~cific
person or persons in charge.

The executive branch

follows the chief executive, the legislature follows
whips, majority leaders, etc.

However, the justices

of the peace lacked. such leadership and supervision.
As noted in Chapter 2, widespread reform of
the justice of the peace system began throughout the
nation in the 1960's and the 1970's.
40Flowers, 21?.• cit.

At that time a
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general trend to upgrade the judicial process as a
whole occurred.

Organizations such as the American

Bar Association, the American Judicature Society, and
the National Municipal League re commended that the
justice of' the peace be abolished or reformed.

Many

states realized that improvements should be made arrl
took appropriate action to a11End their systems.
Changes in Virginia came about after much
research and study by judges, legislators, and justices
of the peace themselves.

The Virginia laws regarding

justices of the peace were amended by statutes passed
by the General Assembly during a period of statewide
court

reorganization~

In West. Virginia changes occurred

in response to complaints from citizens' groups,
suggestions from state agencies, and decisions from
the state Supreme Court of Appeals.

The process of

revising the \'!est Virginia laws was more complicated
than--tha.t which took place in Virginia.

The--state

constitution had to first be arrended so th9.t the Legislature could rewrite the lews dealing with justices of
the peace.

Although there are variances in the civil

and criminal jurisdiction of the Virgi.ni a and West
Virginia magistrates, these newly established systems
are similar in many respects.

The magistrates

in ooth states are now supervised, salaried, and
trained.

Table 4 provides a comparison of the magistrate
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laws in Virginia arrl

~'!est

Virginia.

Abolishing the justice of the peace and
originating the mag is trat e courts presented a dif ficult task.

However, the success or. failure of any

new system often depends not only upon its basic
structure, but also on the methods used in its implementation.

TABLE 4

A COMPARISON OF VIRGINIA'S AND WEST VIRGINIA'S MAGISTRATE LAWS
Date of Passage:
Effective Date:
Selection Method:
Term of Office:
Number of
Magistrates:
Qualifications:

Training:

Salaries:
Supervision:

Jurisdiction:
General Duties:

VA.: March 20, 1973. W. Va.: March 13, 1976.
VA.: 1-1-74. W. VA.: 1-1-77.
VA.: Appoint.ed by chief circuit judge.
W. VA.: Elected in partisan elections.
VA. : Four years • W. VA. : Four years.
VA.: Decided by Committee on District Courts.
w. VA.: Based on population of counties.
VA.: Must be U. S. citizen and reside in the
county or city for which appointed.
w. VA.: Must be 21 with a high school education
or equivalent and reside in the county
from which elected.
VA.: Conferences held by Executive Secretary of
the Supreme Court, attendance not compulsory.
w. VA.: Conference held by Supreme Court of
Appeals, attendance compulsory.
VA.: Established by Committee on District Courts.
W. VA.: Established by law.
VA.: Executive Secretary, chief circuit judge,
general district judge~
W. VA.: Supreme Court of Appeals, the Administrative Director, circuit judges.
VA.: Throughout judicial district.
w. VA.: Throughout county.
VA.: Issue subpoenas, arrest and search warrants,
admit to bail, commit to jail, administer
oaths, take acknowledgments, act as~ .
conservator of peace.
W. VA.: In civil cases not exceeding $15,000,
criminal jurisdiction in all misdemeanors,
conduct preliminary examinations in felony
warrants, issue arrest, search and seizure
warrants, set and admit bail except in
capital offenses, try limited civil and
criminal cases.
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CHAPTER

4

The Implementation of the Magistrate Systems
in Virginia and West Virginia
Implementation of the new magistrate systems
began in Virginia in 1974 and in 'ii/est Virginia in 1977.
As might be expected, neither state has fully developed
all of the standard procedures to be followed by the
nagistrate s in their work.

Virginia has the more

advanced methods of implementation, while West Virginia
has only a basic operational outline that has yet to be
actively persuedo

Virginia
The task of making the Virginia magistrate
system work belongs in part to the Office of the
Executive Secretary of the Supre me Court.

This office

wasrrrst established in 1952 and had a two-member
staff.

Today there are twenty-seven employees "tr.ti o

serve between 13 50 and 1400 per sons involved in the
judicial branch of state government.

Included in this

group are the circuit court judges, the district court
judges, magistrates, and all court personnel except
the circuit court clerks.

The general duties of the

Executive Secretary are to "plan and project in rnatters
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1
.
th e state JU
. d iciary,
. .
n
concerning
so t hat th e nee d s of
the citizens are adequately met.
The Corrrnittee on District Courts assists in
the adrnin istration of the magistrate system.

Pro-

visions for th is particular committee are found in the
state Code.

Its membership is com posed of the Chairmen

of both the House and Senate Courts of tTustice Committees,
two menb ers from each of those Committees, a general
district court judge, a juvenile and domestic relations court judge, and a circuit court judge.

One

functicn of the Committee on District Courts is to
prepare and maintain a salary schedule for the rragi.stra tes.
Each year the Office of the Executive Secretary
of the Supreme Court prepares arrl publishes an annual
report on the workings and activities of the state
judicia 1 system.

A section devoted entirely to the

magistrates appeared for the first time in 1975.

All

of the sta ti sti cs for that year were rupplied by the
magist.rates in the !J:agistra te Quarterly Report.

How;.;

ever, the Quarter 1 y Re po rt did not provide a uniform
method of recording data, and as a result discrepancies
appeared in the type and amount of inf or rration pre pared
by each magistrate.

To alleviate this problem, the

1 statement by Fred Hodnett, Jr., Assistant
Executive Secretary, Office of the Executive· of the
Supreme Court, Richmond, Virginia, interview, December 2,

1976 •.
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-Magistrate Log System was devised by the Committee on
District Courts and put into use in January, 1976.
The log system is a rather formal method for
recording a magistrate's workload and "m:irks the beginning
of an organized professional approach to rendering
magistrate services. n 2

All persons serving as magis-

tra tes are required to complete both daily and weekly
logs, like those shown on the f ollowinp: two pages.
A clear, concise, and permanent record of all activi-

ties is provided through the 1

i~t

ing in designated

columns of "the nature of the business transacted,"
"the number of processes issued," and ''the amount
of monies collected."

Other information placed on

the log sheets shows the length of time each magistrate spends in fulfilling his prescribed duties and
the mileage travelled in the performance of these duties.
A magistrate completes the righthand section
of the log sheet, or the tear-off as it is called,
and sends it to the chief magistrate of the district.
At that point, alJ o:f the informl ti on is sumrnari zed by
the chief magistrate who then forwerds a monthly report
to the Committee on District Courts.

This procedure

allows the indi vidua 1 mar, istrate to retain data needed
2

state of the Judiciary Report, Office of the
Secretary of the Supreme Court, Richmond,
Virginia, 1975, p. 212.
Exec~tive
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for research and audits and also provides the chief
magistrate with the material neceseary for arranging
supervision, scheduling, and various other magisterial
services and functions.
Magistrates governed. by the state system serve
in twenty-eight of tre thirty-one mag istrP.te districts.

A map showing the state's rnaristerial districts appears
on the next page.

Districts thirteen, seventeen, and

eighteen (the cities of Richmond, Arlington, and
Alexandria) are not part of the statewide magistrate
system, but have special magistrates who are paid by
the cities themselves.

FallsChurch, Fairfax County,

and Fairfax City in district nineteen have special
magistrates, while IV:anassas, l•:anassas Park, and Prince
William, areas which are located in that same district,
par ti cipat e in the state system.
The numb er of magistrates in

each-~district

varies although the law reauires thAt at least-one
magistrate be appointed from each county or city in
a judicial district.

District fifteen has the lare;est

number of magistrates with thirty-six and district
thirty-one has the fewest with only four.

Today there

are 426 magistrates authorized by the state system.
Originally only 384 rragistrate s were authorized by the
Committee on District Courts, but with the expiration
of the terms of the last fee paid justices of the peace
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in December, 1975, this nulftber was increased to
compensate for the de ere ase in manpower. 3
There are two types of magistrates within
the statewide system:

full-time and part-time.

Most magistrates serving in the cities and urbanized
areas are full-time and work a forty-hour week.
:r.:agistrates operating in the rural crunty areas of
the state are part-time or "availability map:istrat es"4
who are on call during specific scheduled hours, but
are not actually performing rnagisterial duties.
Approximately one year after the magistrate
laws became effective throughout Virginia, the
Committee on District Courts instituted a classification system for the purpose of providing "a more uniform and ob je cti ve procedure... in fixing salaries for
the rnagistrates."5

This personnel salary scale was

devised after careful examination and study of the
magistrates' workload patterns.

Six separate classifi-

cations were developed on the basis of the weekly
availability ln urs and activity hours or that time spent
in actual performance of nag isterial duties.

Part-time

availability mae;istrates are classified I, II, or III
and full-time magistrates are

incor~orated

in classifi-

3rbid., p. 215.
41Iod nett, Q..E.· cit.
5state of the Judiciary Report, 212.• cit., p. 211.

TABLE 5
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NUMBER OF IV'.AGISTRATES IN VIRGIN! A BY CLASSIFI CATION6
1975
CHIEF

Dist.

I

MAGI STRA'l'E
II III IV

MAGISTRATE

v

3
4

l

5

6
7

2

5

15
16
17
18
19*
20
21
22
23**
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
TO'I'AL

BY

5
10

7
10
3

2
4

4

4
5

5

1

1
1

50

103 22

9
13

6

12
10
21

6
5
19
30

14

1
1

9

1
1
1

10
36
26

1

10
10
9
12
14
20
31
20
25
11
19
13
4

4_ l
17
13
10
1 10
4
SPECIAL 1J:AGI STRATE SYSTEM
SPECIAL l!;AGISTRATE SYSTEM
2
7
2
4
3
2
1
1
3 1
2
4 1
4
1
1
4
3
5
3 5
4
7
2
12 1
6
9
2
2
6
9
11 3
5 _5_
6
1
3
8
2
1
7
1
4
4
3
1
1
1
56

Total by
District

4

6
4
SPECIAL MA GI S'l'RA TE SYSTEM

81

II
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
1

5 3

11

7

g

14

I

8
12
5
11

1
2

9
10
11
12
13

VI

87

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

16

11

426

CLASS

*special magistrate system in Fairfax Co. and City;
Falls Church. State magistrate system in Prince
William Co., Manassas and Manassas Park.
**No Chief :r.-:agistrate, but do have a magistrate
coordinator.

6rbid., p. 217.
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cations IV, V or VI.

Chief magistrates are v.rouped

separately and may be categorized as chief magistrate
I or II.

Compensation for activity hours is figured at
a rate equal to the amount paid to the district court
clerk located in the same area in 11.hich the magistrate
serves.

Availability hours are converted to activity

hours with each availability hour equal to .03238 of
an activity hour.

The lowe fct salary pa id at present

is $1,337.00 for a part-time nagistrate who receives
no insurance and retirement benefits.

The highest

part-time salary with no benefits is $6,479.00.

A

regular full-time magistrate's salary is $14,445.00
plus benefits.

Chief magistrates earn the largest

salaries as they have extra duties and more travelling
to do.

In Virginia the highest salary possible is

that of a chief magistrate, classification II and is
$16,574.00 with benefits.?
According to the law, magistrates are supervised
within their districts by the chief judges of the circuit courts.

However, if the circuit judge wishes to

do so, he may grant the supervisory position to the
chief jtrlge of the general district court.

7

Hodnett, .Q.E.. Fit.

Of the

TABLE 6
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NUMBER OF KAGIS'l'RATES, TOTAL SALARY EXPENDITURES,
AND SUPERVISING JUDGES
FOR EACH MAGI S'I'ERIAL DIS:I'RICT IN VIRGIN IA g
NUMBER OF
:MAGISTRATES

DI STRICT

1975

1

9
13
6
12
10
21
6

2

3

1975 SALARY
EXPENDIWRES*
W THE ST.A TE

.$ '41,000 .oo

$140;000.00
~

66,ooo.oo

tll2,000.00
4
f 64;000.00
5
6
%106,000.00
66,ooo.oo
7
g
' 5 5,000 oOO
5
19
44;000.00
9
10
62;000.00
30
(84~000:.00
11
14
:'$2 ,000.00
11
12
SPECIPl 1-~AGISTRATE SYSTEM
13
10
11s,ooo.oo
14
68,ooo.oo
36
15
26
16
94,000.00
SPECIJ'l.. J'.~AGISI'RATE SYSTEM
17
1$
SPECIAL lf~GISTRATE SYSTEM
19**
10
~ e3,ooo.oo
20
10
~ 30,000.00
21
39; 000 .oo
9
12
22
67,000oOO
88,ooo.oo
23
14
20
114;000.00
24
116,000.00
31
25
20
26
82;000.00
104,000.00
25
27
28
11
47,000.00
29
19
64 , 000. 00
13
30
~ 36,000.00
'll 13, 000 oOO
31
4
TOTAL 426 TOTAL $2:~6$4,000.00

SUPERVISING

JUDGE
General District
Circuit
General District
Cirelli t
Circuit
General District
Genera 1 District
General District
General District
Cirelli t
Circuit
Circuit

1

General District
General District
General District

:
I

Circuit
General District
General District
General District
General District
General District
Circuit
General District
General District
General District
·circuit
General District
Circuit

1i
i-

::'All salary expenditures are rounded off to the nearest
...... thousand •.
.,..,.Special magistrates in Fairf'ax--City--and--County and Falls
Church.

estate of the Judiciary Report, QE.• cit.,
compiled from informstion on pp. 210 and 221:--
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twenty-eight districts participating in the state
magistrate system, ten are supervised by the chief
circuit court judge and the remaining eighteen are
managed by the chief genera 1 district court judge.
The chief magistrates submit summarized reports
of work hours and transactions for all

ma~istrates

serving within their districts to the Committee on
District Courts.

This material \\hi ch appears in Table 7

(page 103)9 was compiled and included in the 1975
annual Report of the Judiciary. It should be noted
that magistrates in urban areas work in shifts in order
to maintain continuing office hours.

On the other

hand, rural nagistrates work on an availability basis
and therefore do not have offices opened twenty-four
hours each day.
State nagistrates are assisted in the performance of their duties by the Pssociation of Magistrates
in Virginia.

'lhis orgpnization, formerly the Associa-

tion of Justices of the Peace of Virginia, has approxinately 75% of eligible magistrates as memoers. 10
Its publications include manuals, newsletters, handbooks, and code indexes.

Presently the fts$ociation

is involved in writing new canons of ethics and conduct

9r bid • , p. 2 24.
lOPre siden t' s Newsletter, Virginia J\'Iag:istrat es
Association, December, 1976.

TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY FOR VIRGINIA MAGISTRATES 9
1975

District

-1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19*
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
TOTAL

WORK HOURS
Hrs. of
Hrs. of
Duty
Activity

Arrest
Warrants

7,298
7,298
2,972
28,117
27,312
9,486
14,254
7,959
14,254
21,407
39,247
21,.40?
34,617
11,795
6,092
104,521
32,012
14,962
9,236
9,236
16,529
9,231
9,232
·13,373
124,295
12,923
4,241
109,732
13,260
6,736
78,108
18 . . 056
11,128
18,731
12,707
7,767
SPECIAL MAGISTRATE. SYSTEM
16,914
16,914
17,354
71,308
13,656
8,572
78,691
21,134
15,264
SPECIAL MAGISTRATE SYSTEM
SPECIAL MAGISTRATE SYSTEM
15,508
11,638
15,508
16,788
6,104
3,108
26,422
14,141
7,253
25,991
16,641
.7,942
24,935
16,282
13,628
69,047
26,148
11,211
86,392
24,891
15,646
66,312
16,816
10,586
26,489
12,827
70;242
14,313
40,887
9,956
70,630
26,380
12,100
12,116
30,031
5,965
3,949
26,968
6,430
1, 2_96 I 604 461,975
309,972

PROCESSES ISSUED
Search
Bail
Summonses Warrants
Bonds
5
449

Committals

---

Civil
Warrants

Total

8,359
11,261
13,104
27,966
3,654
490
17,398
12,018
3,321
2,719
283

---

14,001
27,808
27,721
79,620
25,841
32,308
54,463
33,997
10,959
17,139
21,083
15,725

6,518
655
2,095
1,641
14
742
600
48

76
502
368
5.54
184
126
812
275
121
S3
120
85

2,589
3,839
4,626
11,448
7,540
14,030
9,201
6,079
2,247
4,744'
5,606
5,483

1,853
2,045
8,428
611
1,015
2,115
3,346
2,342

11,193
38
13,058

134
31
317

10·, 726
6,, 015
6,830

2,999
2,024
4,674

3,934
134
7,249

46,240
16,814
47,392

55
110
1,840
2,081
1,530
5,360
3,202
1,264
1,273
660
2,940
427
26
58,229

41
38
49
158
128
157
64
91
;77
56
123
54
42
4,866

12,985
1,431
4,080
4,866
8,520
7,191
9,83(5
7,336
7,117
6,111
8,716
3,864
1,904
184,960

2,790
1,023
2,861
5,257
10,401
2,240
4,038
5,419
4,281
6,019
3,, 008
2,341
514
85,584'

814

28,323
5,710
19,656
26,963
34,207
26,990
32,968
25,552
29,422
23,168
30,045
14,146
8,922

--405

2,271
1,664

---

---

3,573
6,659

---

831
182
856
3,847
366
3,158
1,495
1

133,672

*Nineteenth District has Special Magistrate System in Fairfax County, Fairfax City and Falls
Church City.

777,283~

v
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which they hope will eventually become part of the
Virginia Code.11

Perhaps the most important function

of the /.ssociati on is serving as liaison between the
magistrates and their administrative supervisors,
the Executive Secretary of the Supreme

Court and the

Committee on District Courts.
Working together the Association arrl the
Executive Secretary's Office are able to produce informative and up-to-date training programs.

Orienta-

tion manuals and eight hours of videotaped instruction
are available for newly appointed magistrates.

Con-

tinuing education conferences are held twice yearly for
all magistrates.

Further assistance in providing

guidelines to magistrates is supplied by the Attorney
General's Office through a federally funded newsletter,
The Virginia

I·~agistrate.

Included in each monthly

bulletin are messages and opinions of the Attorney
General, notices of meetings of interest, and information on court cases of concern to the rnepistrates.
Until now

fund~

for implementing the magistrate

system in Virginia have been·readily availatle.

The

General Assembly had granted the Executive Secretary a
sum sufficient budget so th1t an effective magisterial
program could be instituted.

Now in compliance with

llstatement by David A. lyon, III, SecretaryTreasurer, A~sociation of rt.ap:istrates of Virginia,
Petersburg, Virginia, interview, February 19, 1977.
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Governor Mills Godwin's directive, the budget must
be reduced by

5%. 12

Such action will curtail the

experimentation that is often necessary in the development of efficient procedures and practices within a
new system.

West Virginia
West Virginia's magisterial system began operating in January, 1977 when the newly elected magistrates
took office.

Since that time some methods for developing

an organized and adequate system have been instituted.
Fortunately a few of the problems encountered by those
involved in implementation in Virginia were of no concern to the super vi sing authorities in West Virginia.
Salaries and the number of magistrates per county had
already been determined by the Legislature and had been
incorporated in the

~:agistrate

Court Act, House Bill 1087.

Responsibility for implementation rests with
the Supreme. Court of Appeals and its Administrative
Director.

Their first major project was to prepare

a training course for the magistrates.

A ten day pro-

gram conducted by the American Academy of Judicial

12

Hodnett, .Q.E.• cit.
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Figure 4
WEST VIRGINIA
CCUWITES Id.JD JVDICIAL CIRCUITS

CCUKTIES AND NUKBER OF AU 'IHORIZED MAGISTRATES
Brook(2) Hancock(3) Ohio(4)
1st
1'1;.arshall b) 'I'yler ( 2}, \·letzel ( 2)
2nd
Doddridge ( 2 ~ , Pleasants ( 2) , Ritchie ( 2)
3rd
Wirt(2) Wood (4)
4th
Calhounl2j, Jackson(2), Roane(2)
5th
Cabell(?)
6th
Logan (3)
7th
8th
r.i:cDowell(4)
l(ercer ( 4)
9th
Raleigh (4)
10th
Greenbrier()), I :onroe (2), Sumrners(2),
11th
Pocahontas(2)
12th
Fayette ( 3)
Kanawha(lO)
13th
Eraxton(2) Clay(2), Gilmer(2), Webster(2)
14th
Harri so n(4 J
15th
i<~arion ( 4)
16th
Mononf".alia (4)
17th
Preston ( 2}
18th
Barbour(2)~ Taylor(2)
19th
20th
Tlando1Ph(2J
Grant (2), !<ineral(2), 'I'ucker(2)
21st
22nd
Hampshire(2), H~rdy(2} Pendleton(2)
23rd and 31st Eerkeley(3), Jefferson{2), 1forgan(2}
Wayne (3)
24th
Boone(2), lincoln(2}
25th
26th
Lewis(2), Upshur(2)
~·iyoming(3)
27th
28th
N'icholas(2)
I·;a son ( 2 ) , Put nam ( 2 )
29th
~·Jingo ( 3)
30th
CIRCUITS

1
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Education was held in Charleston after the November
election.

The magistrates were given general :informa-

tion about the duties and functions of the office
and were taught basic civil and crimi.nc:i.J. procedures.
Continuing education programs are required at least
once every two years, but the Administrative Director
plans to have yearly conferences.13
A secorrl duty of the t.drninistrative Director
is to preµi re and maintain an accurate payroll listing
for magistrates, magistrate court clerks, and nef!istrate
assistants.

All salaries are paid by the state on a

twice rronthly basis.

r.~agistrate

personnel partici-

pate in the state's retirement and insurance programs.
Annual reports are to be compiled by ea ch
nagistrate.

These reJX)rts are to be submitted to the

Administrative Director on r.:arch 1 of every year.
date a

rep~rting

To

procedure has not been properly

established.
A magistrate in West Virginia can obtain
assistance from the chief ma.Ei st rate of the county in
which he serves, from the circuit court judge or if
there is one the chief circuit court judge of the
judicial circuit in which the magistrate's county belongs, and fran the /\dministrative Director's office.
l3statement by Forest J. Bowman, Administrative
Director, Supreme Court of Appeals, Charleston, i 1:est
Virginia, intervimw, January 14, 1977.
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Various manuals, as the Bench Book for
Magistrates,

the

~~anual

~Jest

Virginia

of Evidence for West Virginia

Magistrates, and Rules of Civil Procedure for the
lliagistrate Courts of West Virginia,

have been pro -

vided to aid the magistrate in carryin?: out his
duties properly.

In addition to these publications,

each magistrate is lent a copy of the West Virginia
Code to keep in his local office.
West Virginia's magistrate system has not been
in effect long enough to have the specific problem
areas emphasized.

The.basic plan is to begin opera-

tion a rrl then to locate the weaknesses and correct
them.

However, the Administrative Director of the

Supreme Court of Appeals sees two possible sources of
trouble.

One is the lack of adequate personnel on

his seven member staff to oversee the system and to
handle all of the necessary paperwork-;.
cause for concern is the lawmakers.

A- second

''There is a tendency

on the part of the Legislature to tinker with a new
system before it has had time to be firmly established."14
Already an exception has been made in the organiza.tion of the magistrPte system by permitting McDowell
County to elect four magistrates.
Although irrplerrentation began three years
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earlier than in West Virginia, the Virginia
system is still in its beginning stages.

ma~istrate

Workable

methods of reporting activities, arranging salaries,
and providing training and a
developed.

~sistance

have been

The big_gest problem now concerns the

budget--what programs can be eliminated

arrl

in WhAt

areas costs can te reduced.
In toth states after the

m3

gistrate court

legislation was adopted, the difficult task of implementation remained.

Virginia and \'Jest Vir/dnia are

presently involved in instituting and developing
efficient, well-run, and effective magistrate systems.
By achieving these goals, both states hope to improve
the quality of the judicial process at the lowest
local level.

CHAPTER 5

Conclusions of' the Study

Throughout the United States the administration of justice at the local level has often been
accomplished by the institution known as the office
of the justice of the peace.

Several states have

recently abolished this office and replaced it with
a magistrate system.

This study has focused specifi-

cally on the actions taken in this area by the states
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of Virginia and West Virgin ·ia.

By

changing from

justices of the peace to rragistrates both states were
attempting to provide their citizens with a more
effective judicial system.

Therefore, the issue at

hand is to determine whether such goals were actually
achieved.

Did the recent abolition of the justice

of the peace systems and the creation of the magistrate
systems in Virginia arrl West Virginia result in a
more effective administration of justice at the local
level?
In order to judge the effectiveness of the
justice and rra.gistrate systems, certain determining
criteria have to be established.

The basic criteria

used in this study are as follows:
Is the system organized and structured?
Is the system managed and maintained by
competent, qualified personnel?
Does the system provide fair and equitable
treatment .for al 1 involved?
By answering these three questions some judgrents can
be made about the question of the effectiveness of
the systems implemented.
The justice of the peace system in Virginia
and West Virginia was unorganized and unstructured
and 'hot really an integral part of the court system •••• nl
The large number of justices serving in these two states
had no centralized authority to provide them with
lrt,ari o J. Falumbo, \•Jest Virginia 3enate,
Charleston, West Virgin j_a, correspondence with writer,
February 11 ~o March 1, 1977.
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necessary forms of aid and assistance.

This lack of

supervision resulted in a lack of uniformity in the
method5 used by justices of the peace in the performance of their duties.

In addition "(N)o rules,

regulations or other judicial procedure governed
justices of the peace •••• n 2
Persons serving as justices were untrained
and obtained their expertise through experience during
their terms of office.

Educational programs were not

required by law, but conferences were rometimes held
under the auspices of the r.anor Judiciary Association
of West Virginia, Inc., and the Association of Justices
of the Peace of Virginia.

Although programs of interest

were presented, attendance at these sessions was poor.
'I'he justice of the peace system did not provide
fair and equitable treatrent for all persons involved.
Justices were compensated on a fee basis and were
paid only for those warrants they issued.

As a result,

"the just ice of the peace went right along side the
policeman ••• • "3

Because justices of the peace in

West Virginia could try certain civi 1 and criminal
cases and con duct preliminary hearings, the need for
competent personnel was perhaps greater than in
2 Bench Book for \·.'est Virginia ~.Cagistrat es,
Charleston, West Virginia, 1975.
3statement by David t. Lyon, III, SecretaryTreasurer, .Association of 1-lagistrates of Virginia,
interview, February 19, 1977.
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Virginia, where justices had been prohibited from
trying cases since 1934.

However, laymen served as

justices and often were not impartial in deciding
cases "because they were the bill collectors of the
plaintiffs and the employees of the litigants. nL.
The abolition of the justice of the peace
system in Virginia and West Virginia occurred after
much discussion and research.

Professor Willard

Lorensen of West Virginia University College of Law
urged that any change in the system should not i enore
"'the good the JP does, the local knowledge he has,

a~d his flexibility.' n5

Virginia State Senator William

F. Parkerson, Jr. felt that the justice of the peace
served
an essential function in the judicial
process, having the duty of making a determination as to the issuance or nonissuance
of a warrant •..• The reason for going to
the new system was to remove an obvious
conflict of interest in the old justice
of the peace system which depended upon
the issuance of a warrant for the justice
of t~e pe~ce to receive a fee for his
services.
Al though the magistrate replaced the justice of
the i:eace, the duties, functions, and responsibilities
of the office remained essentially the same in both
4statement by Edwin Flowers, Justice of the
West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, interview,
April 23, 1976.
5nonald Dale Jackson, Judges (New York: Atheneum,
1974), p. 48.
6-,Villiarn F. Parkerson, ~ro, Virgini a--Sena't-e,
Richmond, Virg:ini a, correspondence with the writer,
February 10 to February 21, 1977.
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Virginia arrl West Virginia.

However, the change was

necessary, according to Fred Hodnett, Jr.,

As~istant

Secretary, Executive Secretary of the Supreme Court
of Virginia o
The stigma of the fee system is gone.
Through administrative controls, there is
now a handle on the system. The quality
of the ma gis trat es can be upgraded through
education and the system also p~ s for
itself as revenue is collected.·/
The magistrate systems are highly structured
and well organized.

Both Virginia and Vvest Virginia

have definite magisterial districts.

In Virginia

there are thirty-one such districts, while each of
the fifty-five counties in West Virginia serves as a
magisterial district.

Circuit court judges are granted

supervisory powers over the magistrates serving in
districts within their particular circuits.

The

number of authorized mg istrate s is cont rolled by law
in West Virginia and by the Committee on District
Courts in Virginia.

The general administration

of the nagistrate system belongs to the Executive
Secretary of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals
and the Administrative Director of the West Virginia
Supreme Court.
7 Statement by Fred Hodnett, Jr., As~istant
Executive Secretary, Office of the Executive Secretary
of the Supreme Court, Richmond, Vir~inia, interview,
December 2, 1976.
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The personnel serving as magistrates whether
elected as in West Virginia or appointed as in Virginia
must attend.orientation programs and continuing education conferences.

West Virginia requires that all

persons qualifying as magistrates must have a high
school education or its equivalent.

Some persons

involved in the operation of the magistrate system
in West Virginia are concerned about the lack of legal
training for magistrates.

Forest J. Bowman, Adminis-

trative Director of the Supreme Court, feels that the
training sessions conducted this past November will be
of some help in aiding non-lawyer rr.agis trates to
follow pro per procedures in trying civil and criminal
cases.

On the other hand, some persons, as Darrell

McGraw, Justice of the West Virginia Supreme Court,
believe that use of lay magistrates is

advantageous~

The lay magistrate is not trained in
the heavily structured thought process
that often denies comfortable justiceo
If justice is not co~Sortablg, then there
is really no justice at allo
No natter what position one has concerning lay magistrates, the West Virginia educational system does
assist in providing more com.petent magistrates.

In

Virginia the training programs have created a more

6statement by Darrell McGraw, Justice of the
West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, interview,
January 14, 1977.
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professional and capable group of persons to issue
properly written warrantso9
According to information collected in the
researching of this paper, rrost individuals involved
believe that the magistrate system is more equitable
than the justice of

~~e

peace system ever was.

Various reasons were given for this belief, but none
could be confirmed by actual evidence.

Justices of

the peace had not been required to maintain detailed
records of their activities, and the magistrate
system has not yet produced enough specific data for
making such a determination.

Nevertheless, it was

noted generally that with the abolition of the fee
system and with the establishment of compensation
by salary, magistrates are not as quick to write and
issue warrants.

They are also rrore likely to be

impartial when hearing complaints and deciding cases,
as "the rragi.strate system on a salaried basis provided
for a great deal more objectivity •••• nlO
One of the more interesting aspects of this
study was the apparent lack of political infighting
among the variou8 factions--legislators, judges,
justices of the peace, and the genercil public.

In

9statement by Nathan H. Miller, Virginia 8enate,
interview, February 15, 1977.

10 Parkerson, ££• cit.
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both Virginia and West Virginia in accordance with
the national trend, there appeared to be a consensus
that change would be beneficial.

No mention was made

by any person interviewed or contacted nor in any
article on the subject that the justice of the
peace system should not be reformed.

Furthermore,

only once was rre nti on made correrning dissension
among the legislators during the process of creating
the magistrate system.

This occurred in West Virginia

during the assigning of the authorized number of
magistrates per county.
the

~hairman

In th is particular in stance,

of the Senate Finance Committee used his

influence to obtain four rather tra n three magistrates
for KcDowell County.

Seemingly, it was of utmost

importance to the many persons involved that the
magistrate courts be of a high caliber for the "magistrate court is the only court that many ••• will
encounter during the oourse of their lifetime •••• nll
All indications are that tm lawmakers, judges, and
magistrates in both Virginia and \·.'est Virginia will
"provide continued interest in the judicial process
at this beginning level" 12 and will continue to amend
and improve the system ii' necessaryo
The basic rationale behind the abolition of
llPalumbo,

£.E.

l2p. ar k er son,

cit.

Q..E•

't
g_.
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the justice of the peace system and the creation of
the

Ir.r."lgi

strate sys tern was to provide a more effective

administration of justice at the local level.

In

reality the new magi. st rate systems in Virginia and
West Virginia have neither existed nor actually
operated for a sufficient length of time to gather
all data necessary for a final evaluation.

However,

if judged by the three-fold criteria established by
the author of this paper, this goal has already been
achieved.

In addition, in the theory and in the

writing of the new magistrate laws, the structure,
the organization, the supervision, arrl the competence
of the system have been upgraded and irnprcved.

The re-

fore, by considering all of the inform.a ti on available
at this tinE, it is my opinion that the establishment
of the magistrate system should result in a more
effective administration of justice at the local level.
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